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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF' 111E INTERIOR.

BUREAU (4" EDI7CATION,

Washington, Jane 5, 1908,
SIR: have the honor to transmit herewith the manuscript of aI

bilrliog phy of education for the year 1907. compiled by Jame;
Ingersoll Wyer. jr., and Martha L. Phelps. of the New York State
Library. The wide usefulness of these annual bibliographies Has
been clearly shown in connection with the publication; of Mr. Wyer
and his associates since the yeas 1899. It is found especially desirable
to have such a publication issued as a part of the plan now in course
of realization, of making the library of this office more directly use-
ful to the,libraries of educational institutions and to individual stu-
dents' of education throughout the country. I -wonld respectfully
recomipendstIT publication of this bibliography, in the belief that it
will Ow such wide and varied use.

I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully, Et.st ER ELLswoiru BROWN,

('ommissioner.
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

-
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EDIT(ATION FOR .1907.

INTRO DI '("T ION.

HISTORY.

F

This bibliography is the ninth similar annual summary of the

English literal re 'la education, The firsr eight 'Limbers, coyerilg
the years 1899-1906. appeared in 11w Educational Review for April,
1900; April; 1901; June. 1902, )9013;1901, 1905; 1.!ptember-October,

1906, and June, 1907. The publication of the present number is as-
sumed by the United States Bureau of Education.

There is also incorporated the present annual summary, as the

initial group of titles, under thei.aptiou -13i1liography.- the annual
list of " Recent Educational 13ibliograp1y: which has been printed in

each October number of the Sclux1 Review since 1S98. Thai the two

prineipAismmal guides to the literature of educational. topics have

lwen united tinder new auspices in the present pultlication.

PIA N.
-

The bibliograhy is planned to include:

. 1. Books on educational subjects printed in the English language in

1907.
'2. Important artieleson the saIne topic from the perimVals of .1907.

3. Valuable pap ts putajlishl'in the .tilinsactions of educational

eties th.at bear the imprint date 1907

.1. All chapters of 4listinct qucational interest from any books bear-

ing (Lite 1907 and all notabla matter of the same Sort wherever

found. a
It does not include:
a. Purely local current literature and reports of separate inOitutions,

proviitces, t.olonies, or states. For all such material the student

if; referred to reports of state departments and of the thousands
of educational institutions in this country, in Great Britain, and
in the colonies.

b. Unimportant matter, such as is being, constantly, published in

journals. 7



8 BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EDUCATION FOR 1907.

Text-books.
d. New editions with slight and iniimportant chaves.
The distirtive features of the compilation are:-
1. The careful examination of all matter included and the select ion

of only what seemsiiiirrlant.
2. The numerous descriptive annotations
3. The classification by subject-matter so that the NV ( Irliff in any Iine

may'lind together the literature of interest to him. The decimal
classification has, Ivith-,a few deviations, been followed, both as
being on the whole the most satisfactory classification in use, and
as being very used 'by libraries.

A detailed oialine ;if the classification'precedes the 'bibliography.
The student of school hygiene. for example, finding frina this outline
that the year's' literature on that subject is grouped under section
371.7. has but to turn to tile seetion#having that number in each of
the previous annual lists to bring under his eyes the titles of the most
important books and 31'(11,5 of the past unit` years on his specialty.
An author index of names and a minnte subject index. bringing (nit
mant topics not mentioned in the classification, are appended.

Vnanimity, or even .general agreement. can ma 1>e lioi>ed fci as to
the selection nn t vast rtingt of the annual literature On eduea-
timid topics, of the art es that are best wortlynent ion in it lisrlike
this, a list aiming at se ection natter than completeness. Moil of
the current cmitributio s apjrti' in the proceedings of educational
societies. and when the annual volume of papers and addresses of the
Notional tducatiou Association. the most important bod,v of edit-
cators in the country. contains so touch that, hoWeyepertinent and
profitable it may have been as Originally given, is trivial when con-
:iidered for the purposes of thibibliography..the task of the bibliog-
rapher in examining,the annual grist of similar grain is not fin easy
one. It has, indeed, seemed wisest in ease of doubt to include vrtain
titles of apparently indifferent .value (with suitable descriptive not es)
rather than to risk the omission of-articles that might ak heloful.

It Is not claimed that all the'matter listed here us permanent
value. Much of it is but current chronic)e, yet as such topics are to-
morroi. matters of educational history, it seems proper to include

, some of the mo0 important literature relating to thcm.
Ri

LITERATURE OF 1907.

The official and semiofficial literature of the year has been unusually
extensive. Two complete annual . reports (fou volumes) of the
United States Commitsioder of Education tiring the belated series .

close up to date; and provide statistical summaries tovering nearly all
phases of American education, while the figures are relative fresh.
The National Education Association, in its interesting fifth a anni-



INTRODUCTION. , 9.--
. .

versary volume and the usual annual volume of proceedings. covering
the Los Angeles meeting. has also given us double measure; the '
notable papers reatl before the educational congress at the St. Louis
exposition in 1904-at last have been collected and pUblished (No. 61
below), while in value and extent the published papers and discus -,
cons of the constantly increasing number of educational associations
have ;lot been less than in past years. The important series of special
reports from the British education office. begun under the editorship
of Doctor Sadler, is increased by,several new volumes (Nos: 81, 84,
295 below). An examination of sect ion,,,375.6 of the bibliography and
a comparison with the same section for- previou7 years bring out
sharply the marked increase in t le attention paid to the subject of,
industrial education within a sin le teat!. Doctor Spaces entk.ocki-
pedic volnme (No. 264) is easily the most significant contribution to
a knowledge of the work done 'in Europe. while the monograph by
Mr. A. J. Jones (No. g55), the formation of a' national society for
the. promotion of this form of education (No. 260), a report of real.
progress by the new Massachusetts commis ion (No:257), the -linen-

* tiim paid to -the topic on the in"ogramme of the SOcial Education Con-
gress in Boston (No. 2116), andsan excellent synopsis (No. 261) of
its importance and possibilities by Mr. II. S. Person, all testify to a
new and, very interest in itr the I7nited States.

Ths.. other topic which 'has received the most unwonted discussion
during the year under review is that of teachers' sllaries and pen-
6itts. Tile work and reports of the Carnegie Foundation have im-
danbtedly stiniidated some cit ie.: and State, to consider and adopt
pettsion plans. and the niat ter of salaries has shown a sympathetic''
interest which has in New York State gone to Elie point of attempting
to secure (see No: 146) -equal pay for equal work " for both sexes
through mandat ory legislation. ,

. Sitiong the books dealing with educational theory whichchallenge
attention either by extent, timeliness, or content are BrayThe
Town, Child (No ; ChancellorMotives, Ideals, and Values in
Education (Ng. .29); KeatingeSug4,4,stiiin in Education (No. 51) ;

. and 'UrwickThe Child's Mind .i.No.53).
In nrethudology BagleyClassromn Management (No. 168) deals

not with how best t tench the hubs ace of the various branches: but
, with the principles and technique,-j the routine of the schoojroom;
De Garmo Principles of Secondary Eductitiott (No. 227) carefully
analyzes the content and value of curriculum, subject by sub-
ject; while in DiscClintoCkLiteraturb in the Elementary- School
(No. 308), O'SbeaLinguistic Development and iEducation (No;
237):, and YoungTeaching of Mathematics in the Elementary and

47406 08 . 2



10 BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EDUCATION FOR 1907.

Secondary School (NO. 245) we have interesting or important con-
tributions to the methodology of special branches.

FreemanSchools of Hellas (No. 91) and MonroeHistory of the
Pestalotzian Movement in the ITrilted States. (No, 110) are note-
Ivorthy additions to educational history: and in the allied field of
biography mpayre's monographs on Herbart. Rousseau. Vestalozzi.
Spencer. and Mann have been published in English translation's dur-

.ing thelyear. In other directions should be noticed Miss Burst* 11's
English High Schools for Girls (No. 330): the California prize essays
on Moral Training in the Public Schools (No. 330) and the annual
,volilme from the Religious Education Association (o. 331).

Dealing with higher education are the two little volumes of re-
prisi4 papers and addresses by C. F. Adams (No. 381)... and Prof.
A. F. West (No. 390). annthirive all BirdseyeIndividual Training
inn Our Colleges (No. FOR4). which, while perhaps somewhat over-
drawing conditions and unduly magnifying the remedial possibilities
of college fraternities, wio: characterized by a reviewer in the Dint
as "the most important book on education which has appeared int
the last ten years."

The compilers are indebted to Prof. M. E. Sadler for help in se-
lecting fhe British titles. mid he in turn has associated with himself
Prof. John Adams, Prof. J. J. Findlay. Mrs. McKenzie. Harrold
Johnson, Prof. A. I)arroch, Prof. E. P. Culverwell. and Mr. A. K
Twentyman, to whom acknowledgments arc also made.

OUTLINE OF VICATION.
Bibliography.

=O. EDUCATIONTHEORY, PHILOSOPHY.
370.1 Psychology and education.
370.5 Periodicals.
370.6 Associations.
370.7 The study of (4111(1104in.
370.9 General histories of education: historical material fur different

countries arranged illidiabethallyIt countries.
370.92. Biography.

371. TEACHERS, METHODS, DISCIPLINE.
371.1 Teachers.

371.12 Training of timelier*.
371.16 Salaries for teachers.
371.17 Pensions for teachers.

871.2 School organization nnd mItuluistratloti ; the illnisfWitiGlent.
871.23 Vacation schools.
371.25 einssiflention of pupils.
371.2S Promotion. of

871.3 Alethoda.of Instruction. (For methods In special braliches see 875
and Its subdivisions.)

371.42 Manual training.
871.5 Government, discipline, punishment

a71.52 Attendance, truancy..
Mai Corporal. punpaun9t1t. \

11,



INTRODUCTION. 11I
BibliographyContinued.

371. TEACHERS, METHODS, DISCIPLINEContiv41.
371.6 School buildings and furniture.

371414 School Miracle" libraries and schools.
371.7 School hygiene.

371.73 Physical education, gymnastics, atillet:cs.
371.8 Student life. customs, and societies.
371.9 Education of special classes (defectives, dependents, delinquents).

371.94 Negro.
371.95 Indian.

372. ELENIENTARY EDUCATION.
372.2 n dergiirt en

373. SECONDARY EDUCATION OTHER THAN PUBLIC. arranged alpha-, betically by countries.
375. C Unit I CU LUNI.

375.04 Elective studies.
375.2-375.9 Special subjects of instruction. divided according to

decimal elnitglfication. .

376. EDU('ATION OF WOMEN.
370.7 Coed UCH Lion.

37. RELIGIOUS AND MORAL BDUCATION.
378. HIGHER EDUCATION; COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES; for special

countries. arranged alphabetically by countries.
375.01 College entrance requirements.
378.2 Academic degrees.
375.3 Graduate work: research.

370. PUBLIC SECONDARY EDU('ATION.
379.11 School finance, taxation. /Ps

379.14 School laws.
379.15 School supervision.
379.2.3 Compulsory education.
379.5 Secondary education In different countries, arranged alphabetically.

AJoinute subject index of topics not brought out ill the above out -'
line is found invrixwated with the author index at the end of the
bibliography.

T48.-abbreviations used are ordinary ones and easily comprehended.
Volume and page are separated by the colon. Thus 6:386-407 means
vol. 6, pages 386 to 407. N. E. A. Proc. of course, liationarEdu-
cation Association,. .Journal of Proceedinst The reports of the
United states Corifinissioner of Education, Dr. E. E. Brown, are
entered Is a whole and each important article appears also under its
appropriate subject. An excellent summary of contents in the intro-
duction makes the use of the volumes easier and more profitable. No
date beyond the month is given in the references, as 1907 is always
understood.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EDUCATION, 1907.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

1. Agricultural education. Jewell, J. It. Agricultural education Including
nature study and school gardens. (U. S.Education Bureau. Bulletin 2.
1907, p. 12R-32.)

One hundred and twenty-three titles classified under the headings. Nature
study and school gardens; Elementary instfuction ; Secondary instruction ;
legiate Instruction.

2. Attendance. References to publications relating to school attendance
and the welfare of childrk. (U. S.Education, Comm'r of. Report
for 1906. 2:1288-90.)

Sections on Compulsory tducation ; truancy: school hygiene: juvenile courts.

3. AuJitiay. schools. Maennel, B. Ilihrer dumb tire Literatur des Jitifs-
schuhvesens Inderfehler. Oct., 1906. and following numbers).

A comprehhalve and systematically classified bibliography. A selection Is
appended to No. 3 of the Bulletin for 1907 of the I'. S. Bureau of Education.

4. CanadaEdam/ann. Coleman, H. T. J. Public education In tipper ( att-
ach). p. 115 -211.

5, Child study. Smith, T. L. Bibliography of articles relating to the study of
childhood and adolescence .which hifve been published In the Pedagogical
seminary and American journal of psychology. (P('d. sent. Sept.., 14:
355-65.)

Two hundred and three Items listed by Author with minute subject Index.

0. Vl'avihburne, Mrs. M. F. Study of child life. 1907. p. 170-74.

7. Wilson, L. N. Bibliography of child study for the year 1906. (Pad.
gem. 14 : 329-354.)

This 10th similar annual summary bows 582 Mies, most of them on some
near or remote phase of the subject. it Is followed hp a list of 203 articles on
child study which have appeared within 15 years In the Pedagogical Seminary.

8. Colleges and universities. Snow, L. F. The college curriculum in the
United States. p. 184-86.

O. Continuation RehRols. Jones, A. J. The continuation school In the United
States. (U. S.Education Bureau, Bulletin 1, 1907.) -

A considerable bibliography is appended.

10. Sadler, M. E. ,ed. Continuation schools in England and elsewhere.
Si.. No. 284 for full entry. List of books and papers relating to the continn

ation school In France is found on p. 841-42; in Gerdiany, p. 584; in the U. 5.,
p. 655 and 678; in Denmark, p. 512; in 0111St Itritain, p. 750-54.

12



BIBLIOGRAPHY. 18

11. Denison unieersity.' Hines, Mrs. H. 13. Denisou bibliography. (Denison
memorial .volume. 1907. p. 151-61.)

I--
12. Education. Loos, Joseph. Enzykloi sil di KM es Ilandbuch der Erzle-

hungskuude. 2 v. 1906-8. Leipzig.
A wealth of bibliographical references, almost wholly to German hooks, ap-

pears at the end of each important article.

13. -- Tyler, J. M.- Growth and education. p. 271-91.
Five hundred and twenty-five titles grouped accordineto the titles of chip-

. tees forming the book. The references on some of MI minor topics should be
especially useful.

14. -- Wyer, J. I. Recent educational bibliography. (School rev. Oct.,
15: 00s-14.)

In this tenth similar annual list, 37 items are noted and reviewed.

15. ----Wyer, J. I., and Brown, M. G. Bibliography of education for
19011. (Edtic. rev. June, 34:47-93.)

'Eighth similar annotated list .of educational literature In English. Macon.
.tinued In the Educational Review and the list covering the year 11)07 taken over
Isai the Bureau of Education.

10. Dducationlliatory. Anderson; L. F. A study of medifeval seliools and
. . school work. (Fed. SCR'. 14: 223-2.)

Seventy-four titles. German, Latin. French. and English. Including. many
unusual books of rather collateral but very vital relation to the subject.

17. Industrial education. Richards, C. R. Selected bibliography on industrial
eduleation. 32 p. 0. (Nat. Roc, for the promotion of industrial education,
Bulletin 2.)

Twenty-seven hooks and R8 briefer articles, all In English. are listed. The
descriptive and critical motes are full. Nearly all material has appeared since
18112. relates mainly to the United States, and excludes matter on manual
training and higher technical edutIon. A subject Index is prefixed.

18. Manual training. Pierce, Louisa. Bibliography of the manual arts, Sep-
tember, 1905 to September, 1907. (In Council of supervisors of the manual
arts. Yearbooks 1t8$1, p. 203-35; 11107, p. 139-59. Sts -y of the Council,
E. 1). Griswold, Yonkers. N. I.)

This list la an annual feature. it Is an annotated author fist with a subject
Index and Is of importance to any who follow, the literature of the subject.

1119. Mathematics. Young, J. W. A. The teaching of mathematics in the
elementary and thgnsecondstry school. 351 p. D. Longmans, $1.50.

The bibllograpTres at the heads of the chapters form an extensive and 'useful
collection of titles on the various phases of the pedagogy of mathematics.

20. Play. Johnson, G. E. Education by plays and game. p. 223-2S.
Ninety English titles, classified under' the following headings: Periods of

growth; Meaning of play ; Play in eddcation; Play and games.

21. Reform schools. Snedden, D. S. AAndulatration and educational work
of American juvenile reform schools.

Brief bibliographies' appear at the ends of chanters.

22. West Virginia university. Leonard, P. W. Bibliography of West VI
ginia unkyeraity, its faculty and graduates, 1807-1007. 02 tr: 0. The Unit
Moteantown, W. Va.

7
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. 14 BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EDUCATION FOR 1907.

0
37o. EDUCATIONTHEORY, PHILOSOPHY.

23. Allen, A. W. Houle, school and vacation. 229 p. D. Houghton, $1.25.
Counsel and suggestion to parents by a mother who believes that sincere, edu-

cated. and conscientious fathers and mothers who can provide good homes
should do- much more of the education of theft children In these homes than is
contemplated In the prevalent conception of the function uf tRe public school.

24. Baker, J. H. American problems; essays and addre'sses. 22 2 p. Lng-
Man's, $1.20. -

Part 3 cotapriaes 6 brief articles on educational topics: The teacher taught.
Evolution and education (a review of Bail : Adolescence(. The culture element
and economy of time In education.Electives In secondary school.. The Ameri-
can university.A national university. The pieces are thoughtful comments
on current problems by a practical educator.

25. The basis of af. effective educationculture or vocation. (School
rev. May. 15:333 -74.1

Symposium by It. A. Woods, A. E. Kennelly, and A. W. Roberta at meeting of
Harvard Teachers' Association.

26. Bray, Reginald. The town child. 333 p. D. Fisher t'nwin, 7s. ad.
Advocates Stale Intervention and regulation throughout the whole of the up-

bringing of a child. The first part of the books cootrasta city and country
environments us to their psychological effects upon the child body and mind.

The second part best-Mies the nature, object, and method of the Ideal edu-
cation which should develop the child; not only treating Its general phases but
discussing many specific topics, such as " feeding school children," the " religions
question," the " feeding of mothers," etc.

27. Brown, E. E. Are we an inventive people In the Held of education?
(Science, a Aug.. n. s. 4i1:161:-.7(1.)

Address delivered before Phi Beta Kappa at Vassar College. June, 1907.
A short list Is given of what may be called distinctively American contribu-

tions to education. but to support the author's statement that "Our educational
Invention still' lags far behind our invention in the domain or mechanism" n
longer list appears of "points where our cduca t Mal invention has thus for
failed to do its work." The three following " problems now calling for Fon-
structive leadership are discussed at some length: (1) Combination of the
methods of the literary school with the methods of apprenticeship; ( 2) differ-
entiation of woman's education ; (3) international organization of education.

28. Burbank, Luther. The training of the human plant. 9i1 p. S. Century, (ale.
CosrrzsTR.The mingling of races.The teachings of nature.Bliferentiation

in training.Sunshine, good air. and nourishing food. Dangers. Marriage of
the physically untit.liereditypredest Inationtraining.Browth.Environ-
[Dent the architect of heredity.Character.Fuodamental principles.

Thoughts and speculations as to the application of tninciples of plant cul-
ture to the education of children. Also In Century. May 1900.

20. Chancellor, W. E. A theory of motives, ideals, and values in education.
543 p. 0. Houghton, $1.75.

A discussion of education as an Integral part of civilization. Shows wide
reading and is furnished with bibliographies and a gots! index. Is reviewed at
length In the Dial for May.l. 1908.

30. Cole, P. R. Herbert and Froebel: An attempt at syntlesis. 116 p. 0.
Columbia Univ. $1. (Teachers coll. cont. to Mille. no, 14.)

"*....."..)
A review of the educational theories of Herbert and Froebel In the light of

the' philosophies which they Imply. A comparison and Interpretation of the
theories of both which concejn reality, consciousness, and character. An at-
tempt to adjust cedilla klfferences of emphasis in their respective theories.
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Coureault, J. H. The learning imoceps; or educational theory implied in
theory of knowledge. 99 p. 0. Columbia Cuiv. $1. (Teachers coll. wilt,
to ethic. no.

Another attempt to get hold of and delimit the fundamental theory of educa-
tion by detaching It from the great body of speculative philosophy. The theo-
ries of a dozen or more philosophic systems are considered. their educational
Implications indicated. and the resultant theory summarized.

:12. Cox, F. Whitt education Is of most worth
t; 125-60.)

(Mbliotheca sacra, Oct.

XS. Darroch, Alexander. (The) children; some educational problems. 133 p.
O. .lack, Is.

"This little book seeks to emphasize that the aim of all education Is to secure
the social efficiency of the future members of the state, and that this Involves
un.endeavor to secure the physical. effuotnic. and ethical viticiency of the chit-
dren of the nation."

:14. Draper, A. S. Addresses and papers. 132 p. (b. N. Y. State FAIncation
dept.

CovrEss.- Appointing officers and civil service regulations. The nation's
responsthi I it les concerning dependent peoples.AV ha t next about Union CnI-
versify ? The schools and International peace. The American type of uni-
versity. New York's obligations to her history. Illiteracy In the United
S fates. A Federal educu lions I plan needed. -- National systems of education.
What the women's clubs may do for the aeboo(s.

XI. Findley, A. T. Economy in education. (N. Y. As:41)(111(41 academic pirin.-
cipals. fees'. twenty-second ann. conference, p. 10-21.)

listrnnek, Adolf, and Herrmann, Wilhelm. The moral and social signifi-
cance of nu /I le1.11 elilleat Ion. their EFakayS on the sea -Ill gust RA. Puffin
$1.25. p. 112 -141.)

.kti address by Dr. Ilarnack fn 1-911:: before the Evangelical Social Congress
lit Dortmund.

37. Harper, .1. W. Education and social life. 315 p. I). Pitman. 4s. Cal.
This hook emplutsi Zen the effect which judiciously organized and adminis-

tered education may have on social progress. And Indicates that thin moot im-
portant educational result la sometimes minimized by too much attention to
utilitarianism.

3s. Harris, W. T. Social culture in the form of education and religion. (Con -'
gross of arts and sciences. Houghton. v. 5, p. 1-16.)

"The perennial continuance of the world-view of Christianity through the
special form of social culture which belongs to the church Is a necessary con-
dition preaupposed by the forms of social cu/tore Intrusted to th school."

4b- :In. Hayward; 1. H. (The) meaning of educathm as lute weted by Ilerhart.
217 p. Ralph, Holland & Co.. 2s.

M. Jolly, William. Ruskin on education; some needed bit neglected elements.
tir 167 p. S. Geo. Allen,

"A hortatory preachment, not a philoaophical essay ; n fervent and persuasive
expoAltIon."---London Journal of Education.

41. Lockyer, Ntirman. Education and national progrette; essays and ad-
dresses, lS70-11/05. 282 p. 0. Niacnillhin,

The chapters have nearly all been previously printed In different places.
Collected, they form a contribution to British educational history and policy
for the period covered.
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42. Magnus, Philip. The application of scientific method to education.
(Nature. 22 Aug.. 7) : 434-9.)

Also In 8efrace, a. s. 26:574-M6.
Opening address before the educational science section of the Britlah Am*.

elation. August 1. 1907. An Argument to show that while education itself maynot yet fulfill all the conditions which would justify its claim to is' classed as a
science. the acientlfic method ,of investigation Is most effective in dealing whit
educational problems. Illustrates from the reform of English elementaryeducation.

43. Matthews, P. H. The principles- of Intellectual education. 13s p. D.
Cambridge Univ. press. 2s. Gd.

A dozen chapters on the theory and alms (exactness and flexibility) of edu-
cation and the order In which each curriculum subject should be studied to getthe greatest educational value. The point f view is distinctly Ileriturthm
and the teats constantly applied are interest and adaptability to corr,lat Ion.The earliest formal Vocation should be through the senses and largely bymeans of manual activities. Greek should be studied before Latin and modern
languages before either.

44. Owen, W: B. Social education through the school. (ScMail rev. Jan.,
15:11-29.)

Paper read at nineteenth educational conference of the academies and high
schools In relations with the University of Chicago.

The school being a social Institution in that It IN Itself n society. Dean Owen
proposes to enlarge the functions of the school to Include the general social
training of the child so far as his life In the school affords opportunity, and
considers the general features of a practical way of going about the work-,

45. Parker, S. C. Elmling the individual. (.lour. of Iasi. June. 19: 194-213.-
Are Individual differences In human beings fundamental? of what so k)! im-

portance are they? flow may they be discovered and differentiated In formal
education?

46. Belch, Emil. The constants of successeducation. (It) his Success lu
life. Duffield, $1.50. p. 50-123.1

Cram on the value of education in active life.

47. Rooner, T. G. Selected writing's; edited with a memoir by It. G. Talton.
2113 p. D. Mackie. 7s.

These ID papers have all been printed lwfore, most of them In the author's
volutnes, School and Home Life, and Educational Studies and Addresses.

48. Storms, A. II. Democracy Gad education, (In N. E. A. Pros., II. )2-70.)
The function and opportunities of education In n republic. Advantages and

dancers from the commercial expects of education and research.

19. Tyler. J. M. Growth and education. 214 p..D. Houghton, $1.50.
A scientific study of the growth of the child, which grittier; for physical andmoral as well an Intellectual elticiency In education. To guide teacher and

parent, the Important facts of biology. evolution. and physiology are presented,
which hear no the development of the child. There Is asrhapter on manual
training.

$70.1. PIIYOHOLOOT AND EDUCATION.
See also No. 237.

SO. Bennett, C. J. C. Formal discipline. 76 p. 0. Teachers college, 50c.
Some of the psychological bearings and effects of that part of 'the educa-

tional process which makes for metital discipline.

Keatinge, M. W. Suggestion in education. 202 A. & C. Black, 4s. Od.
A elmskieration of the practical results obtainable to teaching from the

deliberate, extended, and' studied use of the same psychological quality of "lug-
gestion" that is employed in ..hypnotism.
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52. Schwarz, Hermann. The study of exiterimen I pedagogy In Germany.
, (School rev. Jan., 15:1-10; Sept., 15:q35-13; Nov., 15:031-42.)

What psychology shows. to be the most fruitful houti for class Instruction
and for study. Studies in fatigue as affecting the assignment of time In the
school day. Value and effect of home study.

53. Urwick, W. E. The child's mind; its growth and training, being a short
$stluri413). of some processes of learning and teaching. 269 p. I). Long jtuans,

An attempt to set forth in .dlnpie and, so far as possible, untechnical
lang Kt: some results already obtained from a study of mind grOuth as an
or ic process, and to establish a clear and definite connection between those

ceases of learning which the mind posarsz.es and the methods by which It
should he' taught and trained. The author's object is to found the teaching
and training of children on the rlisults of psychology and biology so far as these
sciences have explained the development of chitdren's

370.15. PERIODICALS.

Only new Journals are included in this section. The current British Journals
are listed ,and characterized in each volume of the Slkoolmester's Yearbook.

See aittNo. 21'2.

54. Bardeen, C. W. Educational journalism. (N.'E. A. 54A wady. vol.
p. 544;-;51-1.) ,

i. .
Brief notes supplementing earlier and fuller data In N. E. A. Proceedings. 1893,

nod School,Bulletin. volumes 19-20. The journals are named with editors and

"S

dates published. rstImates yore seldom attempted. .
, .

55. ,.. octal education quarterly and proceedings of the Social education' con-
gress; edited by C. A. Scott. I Kirkland road. Cambridge station, Boston,
$2 per your.

Number one appeared in Marffit, 1907, and the three numbers for that year
are tilled *kith the papers read at thc-Social Education Congress, Ndx,ember 30,
1908.

370.8. ASSOCIATIONS AND SOCIETIES.
0

The volumes of wordings of certain American educational associations are
noted In this sectIon. A list of British Mcielles with officers and brief sketch
of each Is found in the Schoolmaster's Yearbook for each year.

6. Association of American universities. Journal of proceedings and ad-
dresses of the eighth annual conference held in Cambridge, Mass. Nov. '
24, 1901i. 111 p. 0. Assoc. No price.

57. Association of colleges and preparatory schools of the middle states

Plilledfliiphlti, Nov. 30-Dee. 1, 191X0. 144 p. 0. A. it Q it , Univ.
and Maryland. Proceedings of the twentieth annual held at

of Pa. Philadelphia, No price.

58. Association of colleges and preparatory schools of the southern states.
Proceedings of the thirteenth annual meeting, Birmingham, Ala. Nov. 7-8,

11907. All p. 0. J. H. Kirkland, Sec$ Vanderbilt Univ. Nashville, Tenn.

59. Catholic educatlbnal association. Report of the proeeedings nud ad-
dresses of the fourth annual meeting, Milwaukee, Wis., July 8-11, 1907.
390 p. 0. Rev. F. W.' Howard, Sec. 1061 E. Main St., Columbus, 0. No
price.

47406-08----8
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GO. Conference for education in the south. l'roceedings of too tenth annual
conference, l'inehurst, N. C. Aprli 9-11, 1907. 3110 p. (1. S. C. Mitchell,
ItIchniond college, Mc lunond, No price. .

'61. Congress of arts and sciences, universal ex IsISIt1011, St. T.4)015. 190-17
edited hy lloWorti .1. liozers. Vichtme S, nitivatimi hind relIgiun. 49:1 p. 0.
floughictn. $2.V,

The most II11111/11:l11t Jitt 1..1, tthlrh were lit sepnrnlely 1,11.11,11elt iu 1904-5
have been entered In this bibliography tinder their proper sublert,

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EDUCATION FOR 1907.

Educzttignal associations. .( N. E. A. 54Ith anuiy. vol. I.. 4:".:;-;e1C0
itrivr the origin, growth., and t,erk of 1I Amrieon assorlattons.

The Infl.rinall,11 pre, ntc(1 huts pryer before b-.1 0.11..0,11. a/1.1 It IV Well to
bate these contribution.,

63. 111cltigan schoolmaster's' lul). Proceedings it tine fili*-Set01111
held In Ann .trbor. Mar. 27 :in, 19417. 1:514 int

64. Monroe, W. S. lteceni international congress al 1,iige. (N. E. .1. 50t11
uuuic. col. p. 3711 .411:;:"..1

06. Nati 1 ethul oilisSOCialtion. Journal of proceedings and addesses at
the forty -fifth annuli meeting held at Los July s-
1102 p. O. Irwin Shepard,

Cerullo, of the p;ipers are separately noted tinder the proper lantin.:. Inssitter park of till bibliography. An account of the Important business tient.
at the IAN .111g.1 melt lag I. found in the 0etober-Decembt r number of theForum p.1:s-`a.

67. National educational association. Fift iet 11 :owl versa ry volume 1s.-(7-1(446.
0. Irwin Shepard. Willi/1M, Minn.. tfc2.1

Includes PrtTeeedings n nil papers of the depart men t of superintendence of
Louisville, February. Doll; n notable report on Instruction In library atlinatis,trillion lit normal schools : 1:1 important patters specially prepared for this
volume by members In .tnrlea and other hinds: n chapter sketehltut the his-
tory of varbak educational atotchillons. and n wealth of statistleal and ItIltlio-t graphical tanner reIntlog to the N. K. A Itself. Many of the al-Hetes In this
volume are Indexed separately under proper subject In this bibliography.

OS. National .society :or the scientific study of education. Sixth year hook.
2 pis; 0. Univ. of press, $1.2s.

Pt. 1. Vocational similes for college ccntranre. 19 2. - The kinciergclrten.

69. National union of teachers. Thirty-sevenlli annual report, 11)(17 and list
of members for IIK)0. 432 p. (t. N. U. T. is.

tantibonk Flying atalisties and regttIntYnritbout the N. U. T.. Ilst of tISSII.
lations In the union. names and address's of members, not much general In.f. relating is teachers.

70. N. I% (state)Associatiml academic principals. P11)(4441(110 of the
twenty-setsund annual conference ... 191/1i. IN p. (1, Albany. Ethic. dept.
No price. (Seeondary eduentlyt bulletin 36.)

71. N. Y. (state)Education departutent. Forty-fourth university eonvo-
caCon. 110 p. 0. Alb. No price. (Department Bulletin 4.)

Certain of the papers are entered separately In this bibliography.

72. New York state association of Rehm?' commissioners and superin-
tendents. Procledings of the 51st annual meeting at Cornell 'university,
Ithaca, Oct. 3-5, 1000. 104 p; 0. N.. Y. State Education dept. Gratis.

Concerned With the rand schools of New York State.
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370,7. THE STUDY OF EDUCATION.

Si'' . 11180 material an tovnal .1 tools in section :171.12.
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73. Rein, Wilhelm. The phive oltiee of pothigogy iii the university. (Con
{tress or arts un.I seieneA. Houghton. %. p. :.+t

the nature and content. of the formal selente and art of pedagogy.
and relations with other .ldert. and the function unit purpose of
teaching It.

370.9. HISTORY OF EDUCATION.

Ilisiory et high, education and of itolhidual ittlivrrslis Isunder .,.ettn 37 and It. ge.orritoliat rot. 01:1111r 1.11 sy.tents of
editeatiott, ehirh i. cor.ent eh!, niel today but will be Itaory to-

morrmv..er

I;

71. Andersit)tt. I,. sillily of wdiaal schools and sehool
stein. .1.11.e. I I :

h 1".111livi and 1;1101.11,k
im11....k..r work I...toy hit. of edtwatiottoi infortito

dug n..111 books not in ,Aril A eoanrrlions icihnogniphy,

:4Ithiv of the prolotyiws of the nowler.i sou- professional sellout anittaig
the 11reelis awl lionurtis. (1'1.11. sriD, NI a1.., 1.1 ) 3N-1

a..erlption of earl Ilreeli and Itoman ethical Ion. giving the diameter and
methods of Ittitruellon. Itlilliography.,p. 37 :Is,

71i. 711r1:voy, T: J. Epitome of history null principles of editention. 2117 p. 11.
Anthill. :toil Fliltun Si.. Drtiokl)lt. No price.

Not a tonnected narrative or history. but 47 syllabi arranged in approximnteclir logic order : alma rent ly designed to help leachers or normal students
prepare for examination.

77. Turner, \l'illiatn. Irish teachers in the Carolingian revival of Itarnhig.
((' :Ilhulie unit, hnllettn, .1111: 13:352 till: Oct. :12 Ni,)

.U1 netmint of the literary itclit Hy of the Irilt srliolats of the 11111111 and
tenth rentur., Lased anon mantiscrIpts foand in the libraries of Certnany,rrance. and Italy

75. Walsh, .1. d. The thirti.i.lith griill.st of centuries:. Etli p. 0. l'atholle
slimmer sehool press,

delhred et the school. chaplet, 2 7 anti 10 discus. metilsval uni-
versities and their mork. art. and crafts. leehtilettl shools, popular edu-
cation. hooks, and Ilbrnrb

711. Jackson, tilleklyti. Report nn Maratha! in Alaska. (I'. S.I.:elocution,
eoutittt of. Its s for I : 2117 : I : 2.37. nn.)

11%111k1 HAM' Nullhitbill reviews. with eitapter on Vle Government rein-
deer herd.

1111(k.

SO. Coleman, H. T. J. rublIgtiluentIon In Upper Canada. 120 p. 0. Colum-
bia Univ. $1. (Teachers roll. coal. to tx1.11(.. lip. V..)

A selective. descriptive. and interpretative study of public eduention pnly
in what Is now the Province of Ontario, from 17th to Intl, with a brief added
chapter enumerating tendencies since 0 latter date. It covers touch the
satoe period; to not an broad in scope as Doctor Ross's school mysten of
Ontario, but goes mono thoroughly into cause, eRoctand significance of events.
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Europe.

81, Great BritainEducation, Board of. Schools public and private in the
north of Europe. 130 ,p. O. (Special reisirts on educational mnidects.

. v. 17.)
Prepared by J. S. Thornton, as refit of fourteen years' acquaintance with

and study of the schools of Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Denmark. As (fl
christ traveling scholar In 1900 and again In 1903 the author visited Scondl
Davin and, studied the school systems at first hand with this monograph In
mind. It (H8(11141,14 aecondat y education only, and dw dis upon the hearty
cooperation between public and private schools, the on examinations
system common to both, and the training of secondary school teachers under
masters of selected secondary schools.

forum.c.

4.82. Education in France. (I'. S.-Education. Connal of. Reports for 100;1.
1: 57-S6 ; 1900. 1:19-3-1)

The usual annualsugveys lit current educational movements. with so much
of retrospect as clearness demands. Covers primary, secondary. and higher
education and gives many statistics.

FONFriedel, V. H. Probletus of )scornIttry tilacittlon In France. (Sch(sol rev,
Mar., 15: 169-83.)

Author is an officiAL in Ili; French education department. An account 01
the main features of he reforuln in the reorganization of secondary education
in 1D02.

84. Great BritainEducation, Board of. The education and training of the
Fiend) primary school teacher. 222 p. Q. (Special reports on educational
subjects. v. 18.)

More fully described under No. 141.

- 85. bevasseur, P. E. On the developments mid changes in primary teaching
In France during the Third Republic (1870-1906j. (N. E. A. 50th anniv.
vol. p. 4Q8 -417.)

( licrinany.
86. Paulsen, Friedrich. The past and the future of German education.

(N. E. A. 50th slimly. vol. p. 430-445.)
A translation of Book 4, Chapter 3, of Pas deutsche Blidungsweaen.

(treat Britain.

87. Dunravon, Windham, Thomas Wyndham Quin, Earl of. Educational
chaos. (In his The outlook in Ireland. Dutton, $3. p. 111-37.)

An account of present conditions, prejudices, and denomihationni feeling
about Irish education, with some positive suggestions for' betterment;

SS. Education in Great Britain and Ireland, 1904 -6. (1'. fi.-Education,
('omm'r of. Report ftlr 1006. 1:1-17.)

Godfrey, Elizabeth, pseud. Engilab children in the olden time. 336 p.
0. Methuen, 7s. (Id.

The chapters on Nurture In king' court.; Concerning pedagogues; Educa-
tional theories ; The genteel academy and the dome school, and The superior
parent oCet much information about the English education of the fifteenth to
the eighteenth centuries.

90. Strong, John. The development of secondary educatlop in Scotland.
(School rev. Oct., 15: 594-(07; Nov., 15: 671-88; Dec., 15 Afi8-80.)

Trams its dossiopment from 1104' to the present. Gives a diagrammatic
scheme of present Scottish education.
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A resume of social and educational conditions In I'orto Rico before American

occupation, a brief sketch of the rather discouraging attempts of the Willey
authorities to organize a new system, and a more extended account of the work
done under the civil government since 1900. Doctor Lindsay. from his personal
experience. reviews the work of Porto Rican and American teachers, the provision
for native students In the United States, and the history of educational 'elfish'.
lion for the Island, sad ventures some comments on the future.

EDUCATIONTHEORY, PHILOSOPHY.

Greet".
See also No. 201.
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91. Freeman, K. J. Sehoo Is of Hellas; an essa' on the practice and theory
of ancient Greek .edneation front MO to 3(8.1 It. C. 299 p. 0. Macmillan,
$1.90,

A young Englishman, scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge, senior chancel-
lor's medalist. 50(1 who died at the age of 24, prepared this 'Volume with a
view to his candidature for a fellowship of Trinity. Competent critics assert
that. It hag a substantive value as presenting results of first-hand research. andthat It brings together conveniently and accurately the materials for stutlyillg
the subject.

India.

92. Public education In British India. I U. S.Edtienlion, (onini'r of. Re-
port for 19043. 1:123-40.)

Reviewing the years 1902-7,

Italy.

93. Monroe, W. S. Progress of edneation In Italy. (U. S.EdneatIon,
Comm'r of. iteiwort for 1906. 1:73-90.1

Japan.

94. Kikerchl, I). Japanese tsitiation. I Nineteenth,eent. Jane, 131: 1012-23.1
An explanation of the circumatancem which 11.t1 to the Issue of the Imperial

reacript on education In 1590.

Liberia.

95. Ellis, G. W. FAlucation in Liberia. 11'. S. Education, Counter of. Re-port for 1907, 1 :111-21).)
The author is United States secretary of legation at Monrovia.

I'llilippin

..911. Educational problems In the dependencies. (Annals Anier. acad. July,
30: n:, -s14.)

An educ'ational pulley for Spanish-American civilization--M. G. Brumbaugh.
Education and social progress in the Philippines- D. P. Barrows. Position andwork of the Roman Catholic Church In the Philippines 'I'. It. Lawler.

Pi,rfo

97. Lindsay, S. M. Inauguration of the Mile:ion* school s;:steni in Porto Rico...
(I% S.F:ducittion, ('onini'r of. Report for 11(15. 1:1W-344.1

Rome.

. See also No. 201.

98. Teetgen, A. B. Education in the fifth century. (In her Life and times of
the Empress Puleherla. Konnenschein, 10e. p. 37-.47.)

Deacribes the education of a patrician girl in Rome.

fl
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ituxvid.

99. Slinkhovitch, V. (i., ilistory of 11 le schtail in Russia. 4 Ed111... 1.V. Nifty,
33 : 486-522.)

Shows that while 1.11111 DM:41141A 111114 114.4.11 11.11,1 fr the end of ilo 17111
century to professional, higher, .11111 secondary education elementary
L.: still sadly neglected.

Set rid.

1(K). 1,0w, I), II. :1111(1(11/11 ht $crcin. (Jour. of 1.11111.. 'NOV., II. S.,
2s: 73(1 -39.)

. .

Outlines the ...rganizallial of elementary, seemulary, and sp.cir1 1:4:11.1.111Is,

SMIth I alt rice.

101. Baxter, Sylvester. School and. collettt: in and Ana:Winn. (lint-
look, In Aug., s6: 7..51) 7.1

nag I/.

10`. Monroe, W. S. F,(Incation In Turkey. ( lit his Turkey and the Turks.
Page, $:1. p. 1111 -s

. sketches the present faintlya furnished by the Turkish norm-mn!, and by
scleolm founded and maintained hy foreigners or lac missionaries. The censor-
ship of hooksandnesspapers is described.

' failed Shitex.
See also section 37S, .4.1.1tettl rutted Stales, seen... 279.1.1, and seetIon

subhead 17nIted slates.

103. Brown, K E. Fifty years of .thiricatt education. (N. E. A. Loth
p. 327-311.1

A loPiral review of history, movenunis. tendeneics, and neeompil.hmnts.

104. Burns, J. A. Catholic colonial schools in. the l'retwit possessions. (Cath-
oli mile. lilletin. Apr.. 18: 177.!Iti.)

Includes It d..seiptIon of the itrst paroehlal setimil.for girls in dm nIted
States, foutolcd rltt 'en- ne. ttos 1727 Icy the Ursoline sisters,

10l. --.Early Jesuit schools in Nittr-laud. (i'alholic only. bulletin, .1%11y,
13 : 3(i140.)

States that tipe arrival of til Jesuits In '.1110 land marks the begathing ,/f
111111.:11 onal work In the English e,dottis,

106. Enrly miss:till schools of the :Inise:tits. (Coils:lie tally. lottlIctlit,
.1110.. 13; 25 --13.)

An acfnunl of the earliest 44 1111111S hl 11111 1.1111011 W111411 111.111.1.111.41 1,y
four years the oldest schools In the thirteen original colonies. Includes schools
In New Mettle Texas. Florida. and California.

107. Gilman, l). C. File great gifts to education. (Out loo.k, .1111y. SG: is-57.)
Includes brief description of gins mode by (barge Peabody. John I'. slater,

John D. Rockefeller, Andrew. Carnegie. tind Mrs. Itusaltl sly e.

laq. Johnson, Clifton. The country school. 155 p. 0. Crowell, $1.50.
This book Is an almost verbatim reprint (with one very short added chapter

on Schoolhouse entertainments) id the author's Country School In New England.
published by Appletwn In '1811:1.

109.'Mey1wethec, Colyer Dump colonial curriculum, 1607-177(1. 301 p. 0.
Capital pub. co., $2.

"Devoted to the study of what wits actually Caught then and how it was
actually dobe. All of the aflisJects, In all gr4tdes of institutions. are taken up
In .order and treated so as to show as nearly as possible what was the aim,
what was the method: and what was the result of teaching tben."
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110. g. Ilist(try of the l'estlibizzlati movement In the Fulled

States. 241 p. 0. Bardeen. $2.
" The purpose of the .presew work is to [dare on record the labors of at scoreof men who cough' sommittal of l'estalozzi's insight otarentlittsinsm and who

sought to bring about the_ ado pta Ion of his reforms It oondit Ions In t he newworld." Preface.
The most Important chapters are those ou the work of WillIsm McClure andJoseph Neef. A tn-efttl and extensive bibliography Is appended.

111. S.-- Education, Bureau of. Reports of Ili. commissioner of educatIon
for lite years ending 311111. :to, 190:i. and .limo 30. 1906. .1 v. 4). I :overt).
went printing office.

These volumes are smaller than usual and more largely singstient It Isgratif.ying to note that the slot istivo are llll re nearly op to (Io tr.. and that It
is stilt possibte to devote half of v ofume I of ach year to the reviews of (shwa.

4.) nowt I progress in other lands and to t Ito selected articles on rnrreol topics
which have so long mode lids report of special Interest and value.

112. Young, E. F. The educat Iona progress%f Iwo year., 1905-07. (In
N. E. Ppw. 3X3-40:1,)

Denis with Ahr,rietin rotplitiops and events only. A more Informal chronicle
of current eilueatIonal.lotimenIngs Is furnished by O. II. Lang to each number of
the Person.

/ra,.
113. Abernethy, Alonzo. Ilistory of Iowa Baptist Schools. 3.10 p. D. Wool.

verlifil la, $1..25.

The author nrites at first hand from a life of over 7.O years In town and net*.
sonal nelotnialance with the selmoIR npd workers.

114. Bufram, H. S. ,Federal and stole aid lo eiltulithoi in Iowa. (Iowa Jour-
nal of history and polllIcs. Oct. l'.11E. 4 : 551 us; Jan.-3111s, 3-15,
117-112. 311-25.1.

1/ ich

.I15. The beginnings .of the eduendinial system. Educational progress.
Il'Ilt.y. II. and roleheon, lt, M., cam. Michigan as a province, terri-
tory and state. $201er N vol. 3, chap. 15 and vol. 4, chap. 20.)

Per/n.91 ran its.

110. Burns, A. Catholic colonial schools in PenitsylVtinia. (01111011e
lifilletiti. Oct., 13: rot:' am.)

A description of s of the most prominent set Is and Leachers trent the
time of their establisinmni by Jesuit missionaries from Maryland.

117. Hartmann, C. (:. .\ study iu school sapvillsIon refrreuce
to rural school conditions in Texas, 150 p. Q. (Bulletin of the Univ. of
Texas, no. 9).1

:170.92. IllouttAPII Y.

Whos Who In America Is a current directory of Ilving, edisentors; Who's
Who and the Schoolmaster's Tear nook for'Koallati educators. The N. B. A.
list of mehthers who have died during each year Is printed In each annual
volume of Procredflifix.

115. Mellen, C. -F. New England' college IllresIdents In the sonlh. (New
Eng. mag. June, 30:4144-00.)

Brief sketches of prominent New Englanders who admInIntinird colleges ofthe old South.
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119. Brooks, Charles. Albree, John. Charles Brooks and his work forir-
mai schools. 31 p. 0. Author (Swampscott, Mass.). Milt'.

Reprinted from the Historical Register, vol. 10, no. 1, Jan.. 1907, published+
by the Medford historical Society.

120. Datdson, Thomas. Knight, William. Memorials of Thomas Davidson
the wandering scholar. collected and edited by William Knight. 241 p.
0. Ginn, $1.25.

Twenty-one chapters ; recollections, sketches, estimates of liavIdsoii by friends;
selections from his letters, lectures, and writings.

121. Guarino de Verona. McCormick, P. J. Two Catholic medieval educa-
tors.. 11. Guarino de Verona. (In Catholic Indy. bulletin. April. 13:
241,4,d

122. Herba t, Johann Friedrich. Compayre, Gabriel. Herhart and educa-
tion by Instruction. 142 p. D. Crowell. 90c.

Translation of n volume in series Lea Brands Pducateurs, published In Park
In 1904. Save for a brief biographic chapter and one on the spread and Influ-
ence of Herbert's work, the book is a critical synopsis 4f his systems of psychol-
ogy, education. and morals.

123. Kriisi, Hermann. Kriisi, Hermann. Recollections of my life. An
autobiographical sketch supplemented by extracts from his personal rec-
ords and a review of his literary productiop together with 'selected
essays, arranged and ed. by Elizabeth Sheldon Ailing. 439p. 0. The
Grafton press, $2.5o.

One thousand copies printed.

124. Magill, Edward Hicks. Magill, E. H. Sixty-live years in the life of a
teacher 1S-11-1906. 323 p. D. Houghton, $1.50.

Record of a long, varied, and interesting career of an ez- preaiden( of Swarth-
more C,ollege and long a prime mover for advancement of higher education In

Perinsylvanla. Contains an account of the early history of the ele.tive system.

125. Mann. Horace. Compayre, Gabriel. Horace Mann and the public school
in the 'United States. 134 p. D. Crowell, 90e.

A' brief biography which may rank with llinsdale'a Horace Mann and the
Common School Revival in the United States.

126. Pestalozzi, Johann lleinrieh. Compayr6, Gabriel. Pestplozzl and ele-
mentary education. 139 p. D. Crowell, 90c.

First published in French In 1902, now first translated. Characterized by
sympathetic treatment.

127.. Hooper, Thomas Godolphin. Tatton, H. G. Memoir of 'I'. (1. Hooper. (In
Rooper, Selected writings. Mackie, 7s. (ld. pref. ,p. ifs -?1k)

128. Rousseau, Jean Jacques. Compayre, Gabriel. Jean Jacques Rousseau
and education from nature. 120 p. D. Crowell, 90c.

Translation of a French monograph first published In 1901. 'A synoptic and
critical sketch.

129. Spencer, Herbert. Compayre, Gabriel. Herbert $ pencer and scientific
education. 119 p. I). Crowell, 90c.

First published in France in 1901. and in translation forma moat consid-
erable critique of Mr. Spencer as an educatoionly,
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171.1. TEACHERS.

25

Material on teachers as distinct from teachtng'Is included In this section.
Methods of teaching is section 371.3.

1314. Lang, 0. H. The status of the teacher.in the totted States: Observatious
of a German ethicaitional expert. (Fortim,)Vy, 39: 941-71.1

A review of the Isiok Volksschuie and Lehrerbildung der Verelnlgten &eaten
. . . written by Dr. F. Kaypera, n member of the German educational con.
mission that spent seven weeks in this country to 1904. Author discusses femin-
ization of our schools, equal pay for equal work, compulsoril education, and the
fact that there seemed to him to be no real profession of teaching In this
country.

131. New York City tetichers' association. Report of the committee on the
promotion of teachers. 75 p. 0. The ass'ngratls.

A study of the methods of promotion In over 59 cities, with separate accounts
of the systems In New York, Chicago. St. Louts, Boston, London. and Baltimore.

132. Palmer, 6: H. The Ideal teacher. (.Viand'. Apr., 99:433-42.1
Dec !area that teaching RA a trade is poor and disappointing business, but

entered rig a profession there are few employments more satisfying.-

133. Plan for official advisory organization of the teaching force of Chicago.
(Elein. school teacher, Feb.. 7: 3145-10.)

Report of the subcommittee of the school management committee of the
board of education of Chicago. appointed to report upon the whole, subject of
an advisory organhation of thy teaching body. The resulting plan provides
for a representation of the teachers when tsducntional matters are considered
by the Chicago school hoard See also editorial in mime number, p. 301-367.

131. Spaulding. F. E. The 111111mIgsw41 teacher in the schools. ( SO) oL I rev.
, Mar., 15: 2n1-16.)

Describes the work of the teacher without a class. with ',pedal mention of
.0perlenres In Newton. Mass. I tevotes much attention to a discussion of the
evils of rigid grading

135. Tacit, H. E. The pithily school teacher and pro lllll Omni examinations.
( F5lur. 1 kv., 2s1: 217-23.)

Comments upon the new tqstent of promotional examinations for. teachers
In Boston and states facts to prove that ability to pass a regaired examination
can not be a satisfactory test of a tettcher'a merit

136. Van Storm, Ashley. Minimum qualifications oaf the elementary teacher.
(lit N. E. A. Proc. p. 239-52.)

371.12. THAl N I Nti SW TEACIIERS.

Sec also section 379.7.

137. Bolton, F. K The preparation of high school teachers: what they do
receive 11111i what they should receive. (School rev. Feb., 15:97-1224

Discusses existing State legislation designed 'to secutre good high school
teachers. There is great lack of uniformity in reoutirementn for teaching and
of effective laws to eliminate poor teachers. American standards are compared
with German.

14*

47406 OS ." 4 ).
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138. Bolton, F. E. The relation of thexlepartment of education to other deigirt-
ments In colleges and universities. (Jour. of lied. Dee. 1906-Mar. 1907c
19:137-76.)

"An attempt is made to show clearly the proportions which the work has
assumed, class of students accepted, the kind of work prepared far the
Intimate relation whichlthe department bears toward the rest of the !natl.
tution, the relation to the State, and the distribution of the work within the
department." Many of the data presented were secured by a questionnaire.

See also No. 145, below.

139. Chabot, Charles. The professional training of teachers itt r:ince. ((oo-
greets of arts and sciences. Houghton. v. 5, p. 170-91.)

Address at the St. Louis exposition, 1904.

140. Great BritainEducation, Board of. .. . General report on the In-
struction and II :lining of pupil - teachers, 1903-1907, with historical Intro-
duction. Presented to both houses of Parliament. 219 p. Q. t IGI. Brit.
Parliament. Papers by command] ('d. 3.152.)

The 30-page historical introduction Is of special value.

141. The education and training of the French primary school
teacher. =73 p. 0. (Special reports on educational :410)Jects. 18.)

CONTESTes.Curricula of French higher primary schools. pp. 1-52: Life in a 1111
Prpnch higher primary school. by A. M. Saville, pp. 53-124 : Summary of official
regulationk affeeting the training and position of teachers In State primary
schools In France. by II. E. Matheson ; The French training, college system. by
B. ItutnvIlle, pp. 1:(9-222.

Farrington: The Public l'rltnary School System of France. liatd, while cover-
ing much the same ground, is fuller -in historical material than the present
volume and less detailed In presentat.(a of curricula and their contents. The
professions of primary anti secondary teacher in Franco arc entirely distinct,
and the alight opportunities for the pupil-teacher contrast stronxly with English
and American methods.

192. Ladd, A. J. Ecole normal° sittrieure: an historical sketch. 01 p.- 0.
Herald pub. co., Grand Forks, N. 11. rov.

Doctor's dissertation, Michigan, 1004.

143. National education association. Iteport of the committee of seventeen
on the l'rofessional preparation of highewbooi teachers. I In N. E. .1.
Proc. p. 523-1108.1

The introduction (15 pagesi was published In School Review, Sept., 1007. and
the entire repOrt is also publislri separately.

144. Ituedeger, W: C. Recent tendencies in the normal schools of the Edited
States. (Ethic, rev. Mar.. 33: 271-4+7.)

A comparative studs'. based chiefly on Ants uhtalrrti from :11 pairs of normal
school catalogues, ten years apart, showing changes In normal school work and
conditions as to equipment, students, and contents of curriculum: .

1415. Sutton, W. 8. The organization of department of education in rela-
tion to the other departMents In Ml ges and universities. (Jour, of
ped. Dee. 1906-Mar. 19Q7, 19:441-lpe.)

An historical survey of the professional cello: of teachers Isfollowed by
a discussion of Its present 'status In America, hailed upon regponses to a ques
tionnaire and 1llsclosing great, variety to the pans of orgnnlintion In 42 insti

l tutions. Brief mention Is made of the study f education In leading foreign
universities.

Two appendixes are:
A. table allowing course& In education ahOe an uviverattles, 1005-41.
B. Historical data concerning evolution of the professional education of

teachers in Atherlean colleges and nolversitI with plans for the organisation
of eder4.454111 spry thossOz
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371.111. 1EACIIERS. SALARIES.

146. Association of men teachers and principals of the city of New York.
The grounds of opposition to the White bill. 48 p.

During its 1907 session the legislature of the State of New York gave mush
attention to a hill (senate 12110 providing for an increase in the salaries of
certain women techera In the schools of New York City. When the hill
reached governor Hughes he vetoed It. and his oldecti0n1 ire printed In full
In Educational I eview, September, 104)7. pp. 211-213. The above pamphletEducational

the text f the bill and some arguments against "equal pay for equal
wkrk.- reg.ard RR of sex. The bill was reintroduced In the session of 1005,
bat failed of passage.

147. The compensation of college teachers. (In Association of colleges and
preparatory S4hools of the middle states mai Maryland. I'rot. of twen-
tieth annual cnventilai. 7!100. p. l5 -14.)

Paper.; by .1. D. Moffatt. .1. It Fletcher, nod E. E. Dalt% Jr., with discussions
by W. A. Lamberlon and Thomas Fell.

1IS, Cooley, E. (I. The basis of grading teachers' salaries. (in N. N. A.
Proc. p. 94-1(13.) - t

149. Cotton, F. A. Teachers' salaries and how affected by t in` I tivratiiin of
the mhilnitnsalar law. (N. K A'. 7:0th amity. vol. it. 132-141.)

The author. Slate superIntcatient for ludiana. describes the law In thatStale nod how It works. In the discussion, similar lawn In Pennsylvania and
Neal Virginia are described.

150. Het:cher, J. D. The compensation of 1.4111ege teachers. (Niue. rev. Jan.,
:13:77-N0.)

Paper rend before animal meeting of the .1ssociation of Colleges and Pre-
paratory Schools of the Middle Silltes and Maryland at l'hiladelphia, Novembef,
Md.

Shows that the responsibility for reform In the matter of the compensation
of college teachers rests with the faculty.

151. Iiutcliins, fi, II. Should men hearing the Rime title in any Institution"
revelye the Sinliej bit Y. (In Assot:atoll of:Vmerivan universtlies. Jour-
nal of proceedings and addresses of eighth annual conference. 1907.
(1. 92-99.

152. 51cAndrew, . education breaks down. (Edue.
33:11-23.)

A cut it of the salary o0adhlons among backers. c parity. them with
those in other callings. The author complains of a lack of prafeartional
enthusiasm and an this pulnt In answered by Isabella M. Blake In mane volume,pp, 522 520.

1Ni. Stillman, .1. M. Relations of sill:ty to title In American universities.
(In Aroiallon of American universities. .lourinti of proeedIngs and
addrem;14-01' eighth annual mtiftfenve, 111(17. p. 72-91.)

Also In Science, Febranry 25, pp. 241-250.
Concludes that a maximum efficiency ofouniveralty work and n minimum of ad-. ministrative dIalculty° resulting from inequalitlea In pay In the same grade will

be attained by a minimum or normal salary for each grade by reasonable in
creases dependent upon length of eMciont service and with freedom to recognise
unusual ability or distinguished service as the requirements of the case may
demand. Article closes with gutations from answers to a circuit, letter *cut topresidents and faculty member',

154. Tanner, A. E. Salaries of women teachers In Institutions pf, collegiate
rank. (Amen of collegiate alumna. Special bull. f4er. 8, no. 15.)

Discusses maximum mid adnimusa sinarias la 14 American women's colleges.
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155. Van Sickle, J. H. What should be the basis for.the promotion of teachers
and the increase of teachers' salaries? (N. E. A. 50th entity. vol. p. 177-
183.)

Describes the new arrangement in Baltimore.

371.17. PENSIONS FOB TEACHERS.

150. The best means of introducing the pension system' Into American
universities. Discussion. (In Association of American universities.
Journal of proceedings anti addresses of eighth annual (Ingenity, 1tm17.
p. 64-71.)

The Carnegie Foundation is the theme.

157. Carnegie foundation for the advancement of teaching. Papers'relatilig
to the admission of state institutions to the system of retiring allowances
of the Carnegie foundation. 45 p. Q. (Bulletin no. 1.)

As the Foundation bases the distribution of Its pensions on the qualifications
of Institutions, not individuals. It is necessarily concerned with the organization
and curricula of those Institutions which wish to share In its funds. ThisBulletin is the first of a soles which'will furnish dais as to entrance requIre
meets, financial resources, and equipment of many American universities andcolleges,

158. 'Second annual report of the president and treasurer. 124 p. (). 576
Fifth ave., N. Y. No pricy.

It Is remarkable how rapidly and how intelligently the work of this great
foundation has progressed In two years. The :standardizing of American Institu-
tions for higher educaildb is a by-product of the Onnnclal work of I he founda-tion. The statistical and historical material Included In this report Is of refer-ence value.

155. Jastrow, Joseph. Advancement of lenciling. (No. Amer. rev. 7, DI.,
186: 213-24.)

Commends the. spirit of the Carnegie Foundation fur the Advancement of
Teaching, hot opposes the exstusion of State onlversliles Believes Ilint.inerefts,
of salary would be more effective In the advancement of tettehing than the mostliberal of pension systems.

100. Keyes, C: H. nmeliers pensions. (In N. E. A. Trite. p. 103(A.)
Statement of reasons why pensions should be provided for leachers in public

schools, and account of some ways In which the matter In managed In theUnited States.

3713. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE THE SUPERIN-
TEN'DENT.

See also section :170I5 and the papers rend at the meeting of the N. E. A.
Department of Superintendence, -and printed In the annual volume of Pro-
ceedings.

101. Allen, W. H. School efficiency. (In his EMcient detilocraey. I todil.
Mend, $1.50. p. 113-41.)

study of tit, statistical method as basis for intelligent progress In conducting the school. Shows what Is lost In school efficiency by. lack of proper
methods of record anchlater use of such records as correctives and guides.

1132. Jackman, W. S. Relation of school organization to instruction. (Pop.'
set. mo. Feb., 70: 120-33.)

Paper read before the Social Education Congress, Boston, November, 15011, iodi-
c:atm some of the most Important changes needed to present school organisation
la order that the school ma, be operated as a social Institution.
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371.M. VACATION SCII0oL8.

161. Great BritainEducation, Board of. School excursions and vacation
schools. S9 p. G. ( Special repotts on educational subjects. v. 21.)

In a brief historical Introduction school excursions are traced back to the
traveling scholars of the Middle Ages. The French Alpine club and the holiday
home at ContreOville are briefly noticed, after which follow chapqrs on vaca-
tion schtsuls. country schools for batkward children, and school journeys.
These are mainly descriptions of the methods and work of specific examples,
chiefly lu Eng laud. The volume is the work of J. E. G. de Montmorency.

371..25. CLASSIFICATION OF PUPILS.

See also No. 134.

164. Garber, J: P. A rational system of classification and groin
Jan_ 27: 2SS 302.)

Discusses advantages *disadvantages of several of the commoner methods
of classification, suites some of the fundamental principles which should underlie

rational system of grading, and notes certain fallacies eonnected with classl.
tication and promotion.

PROMOTIONS.

165. Hartwell, C: S. 1.1berat lug 1 he hover oduca lion. ( Sclas II rev. June,
Is: -136-51.)

Discusses quality. not "quantity. for ',Hotpot hat. and three.year high school
'nurses. giving tabulated statistics. complied from .aiestiounsires RAD I to various
classes of educators.

A

PH% -- Promotion by subject and three-year courses.
15: ISI

Shown some of the evils of rigid grading And quotes actual experiences to prove
that flexibility In grading Is entirely practicable. \Vhile the past tendency
has been to sacrifice the child to the system. It Is Wog more generally mom.
nixed that system must yield to the child.

(School rev. Mar.,

371.9. METHODS OF INSTRUCTION.

For methods In special subjects, WC 'section 375 and Its subdivision.. See also
Nos. 33. 37. 43.

167. Adamson, J: W., ed. (The) practice of Instruction; a manual of method,
general and special. 512 p. D. National Socihty's Depository, 4s.

The " general chapters fill 125 pages. treating the theory of education with
emphasis on lierbarrs psychology and discussing the curriculum as a whole.
Then 8-chapters as follows: Religious instructionA. V. Ilesdlam. The mother
tongu. -.I. W. Adamson. GeographyA. J. Ilerberlson. ilistoryM. A. How-
ard. MathematicsA. II. Raker. Natural scienceT. 1'. Nunn. Latin and
iireckW. II. 1). Rouse. Modern languages--W. M. Poole.

165. Bagley, W: C. Classroom management; its princIpleaa0d technique.
:122 p. D. Macmillan, $1.25.

The author Intends his work for the student of education in normal schools
and colleges who is preparing for elementary teaching. He has gathered his
data from observing good teacher., from text-books, from his own experience,
and from psychology. The routine factors of class-room 'management start with
the daily programme. punctuality, hygiene. order. discipline, and penalties. At-
tention he treats under several laws and then discusses the technique of class
instruction. giving a whole chapter to the Batavia system. lie tells bow he
would test results, dispose of the teacher's time, treats of the teacher's relations
to the principal, supervisor, and superintendent, and concludes with the ethics

. of school craft." Pedagogical tisialaari.
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109. Chapin, C: S. Departitental teaching in the grammar grades. (Educ.
Apr.. '27: 50:.--14.1

Considers the whole subject still In the experimental stage. Cites the chief'
arguments, pro and con, followed hy a statement of the ondltIons necessary
for success.

170. Harris, W. T. How the superintendent may correct defective classwork
and make the work of the recitation teach lite pupil how iu preparct his
lesson prolierly. (N. E. A. rillth ninths. cal. p.:341- :351.1

171. Kilpatrick, V. E. 'the adaptation of departmental leaching to ele-
'limitary schools. (AItic. rev. Apr., 33:35n-67.1s

An extanination of the principles undrlylno deporttnentol lynching In followed
by a detailed statement of bow It rimy be undertaken by any elrmentary school.

172. Mahony, .1: J. The problem of the poor pupil. ( 2.: 197 :..112.)
Describes the Hato v la system of intik. Won 1 InstritetIon and ii. xible grading

schemes of several cities, and acknowledges that plenty of valitable experiment.
Inn has been thine. lint lack of cooperation hie, led to :to rduratonnl thstrine.
What Is most needed now In nn atimei altidloatioli ofpupil stony. through n close cooperation hetw,rn t he hom.- the school. to
discover jw.l why the pupil I. poor.

17:1. Sachs. Julius. h, .hpartliwniai mv:Illiz:111.0, or secondary rzliools.
(Elide. Air.. 27: 1st-

The proper conception of departmental orconizot Ion in the high school involves
much 'norn than mere sneelatirotion of o real department:II orzoni-
ration must Ile In the broad training and areillatc attainment. of the teachers.

174. Thenbahl, li, t'. (The) 20, p, Ii. Nvocid
Book Co.. $1.51).

175. Wititerhurti, It. V. Itirthoils in teaching; being the Stockton methods iu
elementary schools. p. 1I. Macmillan. $1.27,

The Stmkton method, ore iiIONi` u.cd In the schools of Stockton, Cols, not
attention was ,n11,1 Io them by striking I.N1111,114 at the St. Loot.: flint Portlandezonsitinn. Hundred, of letters to the Slot kton scb l board asking for detail's
determine(' them to print this honk, which Is edited hp n former ...ins.) ri.or of

glIsit anti- 111,tory. " Stockton nthisk seek 10 1'1111/10V all the Menial
aft leg of the Child In order to accompli411 their uniou nn ones

a *Katlic,"

3'71.12. MANUAL TRAINING.

Bee also a eballier In No. 411.

176. Council of supervisors of the manual arts. Yearbooks 194a1-7. V. 6:7.
The Ref' y'. Ilastingsga -litillsim, N. Y. CI

The papers treat chiefly of the actual work in the school In drawing, design,
woodwork. and specific hnndicrafts or trades.

177. The development of adequate course of study in manual training
for elementary grades. (In N. E. A. Prole . 701-7st.)

1. From the point of view of the teacher of manual arts, by A. Ahrens.
2. From the point of view of child study. by F. R. Dressiar.
3. From the point of view of the school superintendent, by C: II. Keyes,

178. Harvey, L. D. Manual training in the grades. (Elem. whim! timelier,
Mar., 7:390-407.)

Emphasizes and estimates the value of manual training to the Lndividual, and
favor. its use in all of the 12 grades.
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371.5. GOVERNMENT, DISCIPLINE, PUNISHMENT.

See also No. 21(1, below.

17(4. Griffiths, r. P. Student self-government P, the University of California.
(University of California chronicle, July, 9: 1(1 -55.)

54). Thpnipson, W. 0. Self.governinia i Jo. St111101, s 111 Sll0i)1 and college.
(Social education (puarterly, Mar. 1: 41-53.)

371.52. ATI-ENDA NCI.%

151. Thorndike, E. L. The elimination of pupils from school. 03 p. 0.
Governaiont printing office. S.Education Itureati. Bulletit, 4. 1007.)

A Flatistical study. carefully done lind ailitraely grounded. of what pupils
silty in school. how long they stay. what grades they reach. and why they
len ve The significance of the results for the Immediate problems of school
administration are briefly suggested.

371.55. oaroam. erNISIIM ENT.

1.52. I/u Ibis, Patterson. The failure 111111 immorality of cortiond punishment.
(In ills Culture of Justice. Dodd. Mend, 75c. 11. 2)I9-27.)

371.8. SCHOOL BUILDINOS AND FURNITURE.

1 53. liostonSchool committee. Ile/tort of committee of oculists and ele-
trk-inns flit the artificial lighting 111(1 color suhetoes of sdiooi buildings,
2) 11. (l. (Boston School Doc. 1907. no. 14.)

Glow chart of colors recommended for walls: of location of lights In stand-
ard 14, hool room cuts and full dosed pt Ion of the tungsten.light itzt urea
recommended.

154. Olsen, .1. W. Mind school architc dn.. (N. E. A. :mul minty. vol.
p. 141-1-IsA

Two waits and chvations are glven for one and two room Imildings costing.
respectively. ssisi and $2.tioo.

I55. Two recent high schools. (Architects and builders main Mile. Mar.
it. s. 5:251-1;5.)

Includes description and plans of the Jer,.-y City high school and the IS
%%lit Clinton high school. Sew l'Mk

IVIsconsin Dept. of education. The schocti brunt iful, by Maud Bur-
tad t . 94 p. Cary. stale_wiDerhdellkhat,AhlgkolLir.,'

1I nail,. prnctical suggestions and dIreetions for securing more attractive and
healthful school buildings unit grounds. Helpful pions and pictures.

371.64. 141.11(l01. LIBRARIES: 1.111RARIF:S ArNII W1104)1 a.

See also the papers printed In the N. E. A. Troy.. pp. 1)1(1 1182, under the
library department.

157. Axon, W. E. A. The library In relation to knowlolge and life. ((`on-
gress of arts anti sciences.' Houghton. v. 8. p. 203 -15.)

155. liltyll. Guido. The libraryits past and future. (Congress. of arts and
sciences. Houghton. v: S, p, 21(1-29.)

After sketching the rise and development of libraries. Doctor 13Ingl foreettstm
Ike future. which, he thinks. will he particularly marked by International' co-
operation. the use of photography, the gramophone, and a greatly Increased use
of the ord.
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189. Crnnden, F. M. The library in education. (Congresrof arts anti sciences.
Houghton. v. 8, p. 195-202.1 .>

1110. Mac Dowell, L. I. A public school library system. (Edw. -rev. N,,c.,
34: 374-84.)

Contains practical suggestions for Ole organization of a successful schoollibrary. Describes the systems lu New York t'Ity, Newark, lialthvore,Chicago. and St, Louis. Lays special stress on the advantages of (11154libraries.
871.7. SCHOOL HYGIENE.

An important second triennial congress on school hygiene was held in Lon
don, August 5-10, 1907. Its papers have not been published. but accounts ofthe meeting are In Pedagogical Seminary. t.ember. 191)7 Nineteenth Century.
September. 1907, pp. 1004-994. and Loudon Journal of Education fur September.1907, pp. 007-610.

191. Ainge, T. S. The ventilation of school buildings. (Jour. Midi. int.l.
June. 6: 271-80.)

lid: Clay, Arthur. School feeding question in Englund. I Cluirities, 19
17:699-707.1

Brief account of the various recent English experiments with tills work.
Verdict rather against its usefulness.

193. ('ronin, J: J. Doctor in the public school. ( hey. of Her. Apr..
35 : 433-1(1.1

Startling results of rigid tnedkgai inspection In New York City.

194. Douglas, C. C. The laws of health; a handbook on school hygiene. 210 p.
D. Mackie, :is.

195. Elkington, J. S. V. Health in the selnad; or hygiene fill. teachers. 192 p.
1). Mackie. .21i,

196. McMillan, Margaret. Labour and childhood. 205 p. Sonnenshtin.
38. Gtl.

Chapter 9, " The hygiene of. Instruction." states the case for nn..I lea I inspec-tion. Chapter 10, "The school doctor in other lands," Is an account of what
has been done In Germany, mainly in Wiesbaden, while chapter 11, " The school
doctor at home," tells what has not been done In England, and why and how
more should be done.

The book is iof about child labor. MA n study 9, education through labor.
with emphasis Iffitn the part which good health plays in It.

197, New York committee on physical welfare of school children. Ark ex-
amination of the home conditions of 1400 New York school cillIRren
found by school physicians to have physical defects. (Amer. statistical
amen. Quarterly publications. June. 10:271 -310,)

l'resent the startling conclusion 4hat If the 1.400 children examined arerepresentativi American' school children there are 12,000.000 children In
the United States so defective physically as to need Attention. A comprehen.sive plan of medical Inspection and Instruction in hygiene Is given. This
investigation Is a result of the now famous Associited Press Item from It'snli-
ington In 1905 that 70,000 New York children went breakfastlesa toschool.

198. Richards, H. M. The medical imipectlon of school children. (Jour.Royal Sanitary inst. July, 28%251-080

190. Scott, D. Sacrifice of the eyes ofsichool children. (Pop. sq. 1110. bet.,
. 71: 8a-lilit)

Excessive destruction begins several years earlier than was formerly the casein America. and earlier than is still the case in Germany and other foreign

4
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countries Badly lighted Rehoolrootho AMP In for their share of blame, but
author belleveo the feet that our Infanta are reading more books bath to and
out of school is largely responsible for the poor eyesight of children.

371.73. rtiTtacm RAININO: tlYSINAKTIcIt;

See also papers printed in the .1. Proc.. pp. 925-1gi0,

Derby, It. A. College athletics. Outlook, 5 Oct.. s7:254 --S.1
Protests against present conditions. sod urges the Adoption of a nes system

which will lessee rivulry In intercollegiate at hbsico and generalize the Intent's,.

2tit. Fuld, L. F. Physical education ill Greece and It
rev. Mar.. 1.2:1 -1.1.1

*21)2 Grant, S. Physical (ieterioration :outing the pour ill tliericti.
.Veer. rev. 1 Feb.. Iv4 : 254-67.1

. I.1itier. phys.

2113. II tillerington. C. W. .1nalysis of pobleitis iu eitilei.te :nineties. ) .%ttler.
phys. tslue.wev. June 12: 1a4 -s1. I

21. Johnson, (1. E. Education by plays and games. 234 p. 1). (thin, 110c.
This revision of n "questionnaire" study In the Petingtatleal Seminary In

1594 is n useful and prnetleni contribution from the superintendent of play
grounds. recreation psrks. and vacation schools in [')ttoburn.

215: Lowman, C. S. Regulation and control of coullatit rt Ire short in the Kee-
onibiry seintois lit the 1-nited States. GAtiler. phys. ethic. rev. Sept.. 12:
241 -55 : 1 ter., 12 : 307- )

A All minery of the unswi,rs to a queollonnarre sent ill Sal schools. The Sep
tember Issue Includes rItildle schools and the [Wernher. Issue private mlmols
nful nendemles. Mutton oncludeo that athletics in, frendemlem are in healthier
condition and better managed than athletics In public high schools.

_sat. Newt' b, ,inion. University alideties. (No. .titer. rev. 21 June,
1s5:

Condemns present system of athletics, Believes physical development of our
',Indents will be host promoted by entirely abandoning intercollegiate contests and
milking games of strength purely local And personal nfrairs.

2417. Sargent, D. A. The itentletnie vnitte of todiene athletics. t Nine. Fell..
27:317-25.)

Advocateo the recognition the educational value of physical trainitig and
,ithietlys ns n remedy for many of the present nbuses and evils. Suptests tnak
inn them ocw'nttal features of the I liege curriculum with due academic credit..

211s. Stewardson, L. C. Physical training nod athletics. iEdite. rev. Nov.,
385-97.)
A plea for reform in college 411001,4. 1Vhst Is nertifiti at presetkt Is not

condemnation. but sympathetic treatment of tin; whole problem by those who
butts *,11111.1

371.8. STUDENT LICE, 0118TOW3. SOCIETIES.

21$4. Copeland, Arthui. Men and days in Phi Beta Kappa. 143 p. 0,
lit Bois, $1.

A brief account of the origin and grov)th of the society. with list of chapters.
distingoished members, the constitution, and a more particular account of the
chapter at Syracuse IltiversIty by which this volume is issued.

474(16-08---5
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210. Cronson, Bernard. Pupil self-government ; its theory and ,practice.
107 p. 1). Macmillan. :10e. net.

This) work treats first the genesia of the movement and the Causes of Its suc
cots and failure and Its relations to the teachers. Obedience Is its menus, ap
predation Its method, and life activities its material. As to conditions, there
must he a proper ideal, competent principal and teachers, gradual introduction of
the scheme, and power to enforce it. One chapter discusses the ethics of the
movement. Its reIntions to life, nt home, tilt of doors. In school, and to individual
welfare: its Influence In enforchig obedience to law. Its relations to citizenship
(simmer) welfare. the government. nod especially the rise of representative gov
eminent. urn treated. Thorp are eight full tinge illustrations and plenty of blank
sheets for Dotes. Author is principal of l'uldle School 1, Manhattan, N

371.9..EDUCATION OF SPECIAL CLASSES.
See ttlso papersAprinted in N. E .k. 9s3-1)99. under the department

of 'medal 111,1(1 t

211. Haennel, 11. culto auxiliary schools of (lermatty. 137 p. (I. Govern
ment printing office. S.-1;ducation Bureau. Bulletin 3, 1007,1

A free translation of Vom illibe)chulwesen.'n recent Ilerman acenunt of the
educational provisions in that country for Itackward, defective, and sultnor
malty endowed children. Pall statements are given its to ioltnission procethire
health conditiona, classification of pupils. the etirrIciiiiitn, and methods of disci
pilne and instruction. The monogrupla should be usef,n1 wherever such work I.
being done or is to he attempted In this country.

212. The Psychological clinic: A journal fur the study and treatment of men-
tal rettirdiition and deviation; tallied by Lightner NVItmer. Published
hy tayellological .clinic press, Philadelphia. $1 per year.

First number appeared lit March. 1907 I'ithilsbell primarily in the interest
of a large class of hildre.n who mattifeat different degrees of retardation In
mental and morn) development. It presents the results (rf investignthin con
ducted Inly through examination and treatment of individual umntal and
moral peddiadtlea. It will also take cogniznnce of ill fOrms of special work
for mentally and ph3sically defective children and juvenile delinquents and
dependents. of interest to phyalclans. social orkors, psychologist a. and edn
caws. The following important articles appenred In 19117:

A method for dttermining the extent and causes of relardation'in it city
school system. by J. E. Bryan. The fifteen months' training of a feeble
minded child, by Lightner Wilmer. Public day ncinaols for backward children.
by C. II. Town. Need for special classes In the politic schools, by .1. I), 11,11
man. Mental condition of Juvenile delinquents. by L II: Corint. Retardation
through neglect In children of the rich. by Lightner Witmer

213. Snedden, D. S. Administration and educational work of Amerit'1111
Juvenile reform schools. 207 p. O. Coltimbia l'niv. $2. (Tencliers

.cont. to ethic. no. 12.)
Describes the educational Ideals, methods, and results of these Institutions,

which nee so distinctly apart from our general system of public or privet,
education.

214. The piddle shool and Juvenile delinquency. I Edna. rev. .tpr.,
3:1:37-1-s5.1

Pram, that " between the parPot on the one hand I with the cotmerat119111"
his church) aid the piddle Reboot on the other (representing the State in its
eontritmtion to the melody and education of children) there should to no
middle ground left to the unorganized efforts or)charIty and voluntary effort.
however wel1meanIng these may be."

41r

371.94. NE41RO EDUCATION.

21'. Hampton negro conference. Eleventh annual report. 109 p. 0.
Hampton, The imititute press. Published as the Hampton bulletin, vol. 8,
no.8.

W. T. B. Williams ; Colored public schools. pp. 39-60.

it
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371.9n. 1NUTAN EDITATIoN.

See also payr, printed in the N. E. . Proc.. pp. 1001-1030, under lb?epart-
ment of Indian education. The mutual report of the guiperintendent of United
State. Indian scliotqs to the rommis.lone of Indian ATnira :Press curront news
affecting the education of the Indian.

211i. Indian rights association. Twenty-fourth annual report for the year
4194111. 114 p. Q. 1::05 .tcch st.. Phil.

211in. Lake Mol k conference of friends of the Indian and other de-
pendent peoples. Proceedings of the-twenty-fifth annual meeting. Owt.
23:25. MOT. 201 p. O. 11. Mohonk lake, N. 1i. 1;ratis.

372. ELEMENTARY EDUCATION.

Sc. the N. A. Proc.. pp. 475-749. for papers realkt the derartmetit of
el, mein a ry education. /.

For nild 1 t Iona 1 material on element are ducat Eletuentsry School
Teacher, published monthly. except duIng tisly and A1.4110.1.3 thta Unlyer.ity of
Chicago eletnt.ntary school

See nos tt. 53, 1:toi
All material on child sihily has 14411 (.11111(...I. 41, ibis -aided( Is thoroughly

covered m the annual bilillogrnphy compiled by I. N. Wilmot): that for 19110
1199efir.9) theeettagoldval Seminal c. 14: :121) -354.

217. Bridgham, Alice. Day by tiny fit lit(' primary school. 3 v, 0. Barnes. 4.
o\IENIg.---r. 1. The autumn months: v. *.' the winter niontba: v. 3. the

Villa
in.ogrumnie of soggy-dons. hints, and directions for enriching, planning, and

carrylnp ,not schoolroom nork on every day tit the year. Prepared by a primary
teacher who has proceed its value In Tier own school. Covers all nubjecte
Accompanht1 by many simple outline sketches and diggratns for blackboard and
paper work.

21s. Chapin, ('. S. Departmental teaching in the grammar grades. (Ethic.
Apr.. 27 :05- )

A sunliii4ry or chief argtinlents pelt and con.

210. Great BritainEducation. Board of. The ethiefithin anti training of
the French primary selas11 Wailer. 222 11. ()... (Special reisirts on

- educational subjects. 'I. IS.)

More fully described under So 111

220. Horace Mann elementary school. acniliecw coll. record, .1 a u.. %id -104 ;
May. s 219 :159.1

Continuing articles which appeared In January end September. 1906. and were
de.voted to n description of the work In the 1Ir9, second. and third grades. The

"-.1nuunry number of the present volume covers the fourth and fifth grades. the
May !mintier the !sixth grade. and the September number the seventh.

221. Kilpatrick, V. E. The adaptation 4.f departmental tenelitt,g t.. ele.
mentary schools. (Edue. rel. Ain... 311: :I:41 -417.1

An examination of underlying principles, with idelitleil sialenuMlot how It
may he underteken by any elementery school.

222. Thomas, A. B. (The) first.sehool year: a etnirse of study with selection
of Imam Willi!, arranged by. monthii, and correlated for use in the
first school year. 208 ft. D. Flanagan,

MIL KINDERGARTEN.

Pot additional kindergarten psatertal see the files of the Kindergarten Its.
view, the Kindergarten Pritnary Magazine, and the N. E. A. Proc.. p. 455-14.
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223. International ItIndergarten union. Proceedings of 11w fourteenth an-
nual tnee6ing. New York, April, 1907. 136 p. 0. Anna H. ',Melt. Seey.,
3 Forest ave.. Layton, 0.

224. National society for the scientific study of education. The Kinder-
garten 'Ind Its relation to elementary education. 138 p. 0. (I-earl-ink-6.
pt. 2.1

Thoughtful papers containing nitwit cogent arguitMut and admirable state-
ment. They are: The psychologle busts of the kludergartenE. A Kitkpat
rick: An interruStatIon of atone Froebellan principles - -Morin lirraus-lioettoc:
Conservative and progressive plows of kindergarten educationPatty $ :

F.volution of the kindergarten problemHarriette M. Mills: history of krtider
garten influence In elementary educationNina Wantlewalker. Reviewed In
Kindergarten Magazine. February. 100$. pp. 224-220.

373. PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Great Itritaisi.

225. Leach. A. F. History of \Vat-wick shool. 27S p. O. ronstahle, 10s,

220; The public schools from within; it enlieet inn of est.1115's on public
education: written chiefly 1). schoolmasters. 320 p. I). Low. :b.:. tivi.

'rhirtytwo short eibipter,r nil' the subjects of Instruction. moral and social in
fluent-es, physical and 'athletic. life. histoiaml and descriptive. Reviewed In
Athenaeum. Nkny I. 10117.

375. THE CURRICULUM: METHODS IN SPECIAL BRANCHES.
e also Nos. loll, :912,

dlactisslonS of kobjects are here. whether they conceit ouiiersity.
college, special scho01, secondary or elementary school, eivept as they relate
to college entrant:1 requirements. Pot; those. see section 378.01.

227. De Gornto, ClwrIes. Principl& of seondary education; tt text-hook.
21$.) p. I). NIncinillatt.

A separate description and analysis of the content of each Sec buy school
study to determine its inherent anti comparat educa t lotial"valuo, and mom
the basis of the valties thus ejtablished In further determine the best 110,441111e
combina 1 ion of studies into to eiriculit. One -third of the hook is filled with
representa t lye programme,: of the various Iypen of secondary schools In .this
and other coontries.

The book Is planned as a fext-hook .fur college and university clasae,
second volume 15 to follow in 190A. ail

22s. Greenwood, J. M. A seveleyear course for elementary schools and :1, ye-
year couree for secondary schools. (Edw. Mly, 27: 1150-55.)

A continuation of the ant hoes orgument In Education for . %pill and May.
11103. favoring it livenyear coarse in the grades. Ile does not belleve that the
year thus saved should be added In the high school course,

371.04. ELECTIVE STUDIES,

220. Adam'', C. F. Some unglern college iehdeucies. l In his
KappitAddresses. Houghton, *1, p. 101-47.11

A summary of objections to the elective system. " Supplementary NOW
added since this addre..a vita firirbilntpd In ninenilnoni Review. 12 1:12. Mr.
Adams replies to lila critics. .

371.1. TEE TEACHING OF THEOLOGY.
I.

280. florid! A. A. The education of a minister. iliIbUolherta sacra. Apr.,
64 : 288-08.)

The great need la'" real effective training of the minister with some reishon
to the thtgge he la going to dot'
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231. Berle, A. A. lAt of the theological schools. (Rib llotheya
64 : 566-S7.)

87

232.'lluckhain, .1. W. Modern litsdogleal educatitni. (111b1lOtheca sacra,
C -I : 135 -47.)

Discusses the curriculum of theological setalnartes. and-states that n coal-
parIAon of the courses offered by prominent Sc11111111riVR Or different denotnins,
titans Irroves that all theological education is In at st:.te of transition.

375.3. THE TEACHING OF SOCIOLOGY.

233, Ellwood, (': A. lime should sociology be taught as a college or university
subject': (klarr. hair. (1 sot. Mar., 12:5'.c on.)

:175.34. 1.1:CAl. El)U(ATJON.

234. American law school review; an Intercollegiate law journal. v. 2, Nov.
190111(1 ins% 1907; 3 numbers. West pub. co.

Reports the annual meeting of the .kssuclittion of .%tnerletiti Law Schools, and
prints short articles of value anal Interest to law students.

235. Symposium on the value of hunutnistic, particularly classical, studies
as a preparation fur the study of law, from the point of view of the
profession. (School 11.V. .11111V, In :410 35.1 -

I. Value to the lawyer (,f training In the classics, by Merrill Starr.
11. Molly of Creek and Latin as n preparation for he *study of law, by.

Lydia Realm.
III. Humanistic. and particularly classical. studies as a phiaration for the

law, by II. It. Hutchins.

Discussion of the first three i'mpers. by II. Pi. Spalding.
VI. Concluding remarks. by 1.. I. Hartman
VII. Appendix to paper of Mr. Merrill Starr.
Papers read at the Clussieul--conference nt Ann Arbor, Mich., March, 1907.

236. Vance, W: R. Legal education in the South. t(1441. 1N'todlington IIIIhr.
11111 iet ill. V. 6, 110, 3, p. 1S-27.)

In Proceedings of the .itmerIcan !tor Ass...Melon. 19417. An account on
present coUdit Ions and opportunities.

975.4. LANGUAGE IN THE CURRICULUM:

237. O'Shea, M. V. Lingtriath- duvelopmenrind educatkal. 317 it. D. Mac-
millan; $1.25.

A study of the psychology of linguistic delopment In young children and
its relations to and signItieunte In Ow formal teaching of languages. Th.
study la based upon ;lose observation of several children Me author's own,
we strongly suspect). for a term of years, upon. the results of experimental
language teaching In model schools, and upon Axonal Investigations of methods
of language teaching at holm and abroad.

375.5. SCIENCE IN THE CURRICULUM.

238: Mann, C. It. The meaning of the movement for the reform of Pelmet.
teaching. (Educ. rev. June, 14:13-25.)

Read at annual meeting of North Central Amsoc/ation of colleges and Sec -
()Wary Schools at Chicago. March, 1007. ,

239. New York 'State ecience teachers association. Proceedings of the
eleventh annual conference, N. Y. City. Dec. 2t1-27. 1906. 185 It. 0.
Albany, Educ. dept. No price. (Secondary education bulletin 34.)
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240. Woodhull, J. F. Science for culture. (School rev. Feb., 15: V3-33.1
Selectee can make for humanism instead of, as too often now, for mere

Information and utility. To do so, however, It should be divorced from sylla-
bus and examination.

375.507. NATURE STUDY.

For additional materl':):> on nature study consult the files of the Nature
Study Review. Materlat 1,11 school gardens Is found in section 375.6a.

241. Bigelow, E: F. (The) spirit of nature study; a book of social suggestion
and sympathy for all who love or ;I.-itch nature. 2t p. 1). A. S. Barnes
& Co., $1.

375.51. M ATI! E M ATICH.

242. Myers: 8: W. The year's progress in the mathematical work of the
University high school. (School review. Oct., : raf; 93.1

Describes the methods In use at the Chicago University high schools for test-
ing a modern curriculum for nigh school mathematics.

243. Newcomb, Simon. The tenc4iing of 31Ellat<jt kr. (N. E. .1. 50th anniv.
vol. p. 86-102.)

244. Tilley, C: Ji. Accuracy In mathematics and science. (F Inc. Apr.,
27:467-77.)

flow to secure It to greater toilsome.

245. Young, J. W. A. (The) teaching of mathematics In the ele ntary and
the secondary school. 351 p. 0. Longmont+. Green & Co 1.50,

Au exposition of the pedagogy of mathematics In elementary and secondary
grades. Various distinct methods are described and compared. Many useful
miseellaneous points of method and mode are treated. 'Chaptere on the prepara-
tion of the teacher araFthe material equipment are followed by the most ezten
live and iniportant part of the hook, the leaching of arithmetic, geometry, and
algebra. Full bibliographies accompany the text.

VS.& TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION; ENGINEERING.

See also papers printed In the N. E. A. !'roc., pp. 1031-1001, under the depart-
ment of technical education. See also section 371.42, manual training, and
No. 412 below.

240. Behrend, H. A. Engineering education. 26 p. Q. 11. A. Behrend,
S. Norwood, Ohio, gratis.

Reprinted from the E',-^trical World, January IS, 1007.

247. Burks: J. D. Democracy In education. (Elem. School teacher, Nov.,
8 :,j30-42.)

An argument for the introduction of vocational training Into the public
schools. Shows that the loss of pupils In the upper elementary grades la due to
the Ill- adaptation of our educational organisation. Concludes that adequate pro-
vision for vocational training, beginning at about theesixth year of school, would
tend to prolong the school life and increase 'the vocational efliciency of (be
great mass of children.

Also in N. N. A. Proceedings, 1007. pp. 767 -700. with different title.

248. Citizens' trade school convention. Proceedings and addresses given at
Indlinaltla, June 10-120907. 113 p. 0. Winona Technical institute,
gratis. .

Addressee by Freak Onnsaulna, J. A. Emery, P. M. KIM& Walter H. &se.
J. lc Van Clean, Anthony Ittuer, Arthur D. Dean.-
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249. Draper, A. S. Our children, our schools and our industries. 48 p. 0.
N. Y. State Educational depl, gratis.

A strong showing of the utter Inadequacy of American facilltien for trade and
induktrial education, as compared especially with Germany

250. Duncan, R. K. 'Temporary Industrial fellowships at Kansas University.
(No, Amer. rev. 3 May, 185: 54-92.)

Established by commercial houses.

251. Haney, J. P. Vocational work for the elementary schools. (1,11tte. rev.
Nov., 34: 335-49.)

Considers the necessity of offering some form of mention& training in the
elementary school. and recommends that for certain schools a modified form of
the course of study be arranged to ItertnIt vocational training In the seventh
and eighth years.

252. Howard, E. 1). Cause and extent of the recent industrial progress of
I;ertmoiy. 147 p. O. Houghton. $1.

In a chapter on Industrial education stress is laid upon the Intimate relation
of school training to row-Ilion. The character and extent of the general and
industrial continuation schools are described.

253. Industrial education. (School rev. May. 15: 375-99.)
Symposium by C. II. Thurber. II. J. Skethngton. and C. W. Hubbard at Ilarrard

Teachers' Association. Second paper discusses the attitude of the trade-union
and workingman.. Third paper outlinos effective Industrial schools for a small
factory community.

254. Jackson, D. C. Relations of engineering schools to polytechnic industrial
education. (Science. 29 :Oily. u. s. 21l: 104-1 I.)

255. Jones41!,41. (The) eMitinuatioli wins)! In the.UnItts1 States. 157 p. 0.
Oovernment printing otlice. (U. S.Education Iturvau. Bulletin 1,
11517.1

This monoRraph argue. the need-of such schools by statistics showing the
rapid decline of sclusd attenrinneeafter the age of IndustrlaP worth is reached.
It indicates briefly how ninth more extensive and efficient German and English
schtsds of this type are than our own. The work of mans typical American
schools Is described. and finally the place and purpose of the continuation school
In our system of education are defined.

2541. Kehew, M. M., cif. The movement for industrial education (Charities
and the commons, 5 Oct., 19: S03-44.1

A survey of present opportunities and immediate rind future needs in the
vocational ttaintng cif American boys and girls,.

Cosrt:Nrs.If. S. l'rItchettA national society forlhe promotion of indus-
trial education. B. M. Kingsbury- -What is attend for the untrained child in
Industry? Ralph AlbertsonDecay of apprenticealtip. I'. II. Datum Industrial
education in Massachtmetts. C' F. Warner--Industrial trnining In the public
schools. C. R. RichardsPrivate trade schools for boys. M. S. WoolmanPri-
rate trade schools for girls. F. M. MarshallThe public school and the girl
wage-earner. R. A. WoodsIminstrial education from the social warker's stand-
point. A. 0. Bookwalter--Continuation Work.

257. Maas. Commission' on industrial education. First annual report.
71 p. 0. State printers. (Public document 76.)

Massachusetts appreciates the need for and possibilities In Industrial educa-
tion. and In providing an effective machinery for moving in the matter. This
report of a permanent commission taken as a starting point the conclusiorts pre-
Rented by a preliminary commission last year. It covers less than a year, IS
inevitably little more than a clearing of the ground and a statement of the
most obvious and urgent parts of a programme, chief among which is cooperation
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with local authorities In the founding of schools for technical Industrial'
education ; yet It Is of great Interest and ,o;gestiveness as Indicating some con-
clusions and problems wifich have been reached by o careful study of the situa-
tion In one of our greatest industrial States.

258. National association of manufacturersCommittee On industrial edua-
tion. Report at twelfth /111111181 convention N. V. Oki, May 20-'22, 118)7.
(In Proceedings. p. 110-38.)

Discusses the necessity for trade schools and the attitude of labor unions
toward theta, and describes some of the newer American technical schools.

259. National education association. Report of the committee on Industrial .

education in schools for rural communities. (In N. E. A. Proc..4(111-54.1
Supplementsry to report of July. 19OS. Describes some effective.and success.

ful experiments in industrial education.

260. National society for the psomotion of industrial education. Bulletins
I to 4. 1907. C. It. Richards, Teachers college. N. V. City.

1. Proceedings of the organization meetings.
2. littglography on industrial 'education.
3. Symposium 8n Industrial eduegt1oir.----
4. Industrial training for women. by Florence M. Marsh

261. Person, H. S. Industrial education; a system of training for men enter-
ing ilpon trade and commerce. 1.41 p. 0. Ilonglitim, $1.

This volume, which Is one of the prize essays in the Hart. Schaffner & Mari
series, deals with the training required by young men who would fit them-
selves fur the 114,her positions In Industry or edinmerce, and the need of provid-
lbg such training in the United States. The need is now generally admitted.
The author's opinion clearly bithant while commercial training should In offered
in high schools, collegiate courses, and professional departments, the Ideal
conditions can be found only .10 distinctly professional instruction, open solely
to those who have lilready completed a liberal eiticatIon. The question here
raised Is a large one, about which, as is well known, there is serious dIfferenee
of opinion.

262. Richards, C. R. The prohksii of industrial education. (Nlionnil training
mag. April, 8:125-32.)

Brief analysis of the economic, social, and educatImial aspects of the problem,
with a statement of the functions and limitations of the various rutting agencies
for industrial training.

263. Rollins, Frank. Industrial education nod culture. (Educ. rev. Dec.,
34: 494-503.)

Address before Schoolmasters' Association of New York and Vicinity, Oct.,
1907.

264. Sadler, N. E., cd. Continuation schools In England and elsewhere; their
place in the educational system of an Industrial and commercial state.
779 p. 0. Sherraft & Hughes, 8s. (id. (University of Manchester publi-
cations. Edueational ser. No. 1.)

An important volume, in which are collected careful and competent accounts
of the history and present status In Great Britain, of the various agencies for
"further education," with 8 brief chaptets on such schools In the chief Euro-
pean countries and the United states, The contributions of 18 different author
have been carefully edited by Professor Sadler (himself considerable con-
tributor), and the remit las veritable cyclopedia of information hitherto widely
scattered or quite Inexisteitt.

265. Snowden, A. A. The Industrial Improvement schools of Wuerttemberg.
(Teachers coll. record, Nov., 8 : 351-4M.) -

Report presented is the outcome of some weeks spentin Wuerttemberg during
an Investigation of vocational training in Europe.
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" It sets forth briefly the economic conditions which hold In the kingdom of
Wuerttemberg, the natural resources of the country, and the system of trans-
portation. It then traces the development In this environment of the system of
industrial schools and the service which they render *In the upbuilding and
maintenance of thr state.-

It also Includes .1 brief descriptIongof other Industrial and commercial
schools of the kingdom, and an outline of the activities of the Wnerttemberg
central bureau for industry and commerce.

260. Social education quarterly. June, p.

Cotxtains the following papers 'Flue place of industrial education in the
common school system, by F. P. Fish. Industrial education In a prairie State.
by E. 11 Andrews. American industrial training to, compared with European,
by E. A. Vanderlip. The problem of industrial education, by C. IV Richards.
The needs from the manufacturers' standpoint. by M. W. Alexander. The
importance of industriril education to the workib -man. by .John Golden. Bear-
ings of industrial education upon social conditions:by R. A. Woods.

267. Stratton, G: F. !Using Industrial problems: the new apprenticeship.
(Eug. Dec., 34:4(11-13.)

Indicates that the attitude ,,r trade unions Is hostile to attempts to recruit
Industrial workers t itrougli t rade seJtools, hut that t hey prefer and encoutige
shop training.

21;s. Vanderlip, F. A. Trade :44:11001s and labor unlon4. (I
education. Duffield. $1.50. 11. 50-51.)

Great emphnsis is laid upon the need for conttnuation trade schools to
train, not the captains of industry, but the rank and file of the American indus-
trial army. The German schools of this sort are cited as good examples.
The slight comments urn the attitude of labor and labor unions to such train-
ing are unimportant and argue that better-tralned workmen will change the
labor view point.

37x.111. 11 F.DICAI. EDUCATI01.1.

nif,-
=.4. tininess and

See also section :171.7 for material en school hygiene and medical inspection
of selosils. A list of American medical schools Is in Journal of the American
Medical Association, AtauSt. 1907, -19:576 -913.

261). American aciademy of medicine. Report of the committee on the value
of the first degree In our Amerlonn colleges. (Amer. acad. of med. Bul--
letln, Aug.. 5:1113-245.)

inot report presented to 32d annual meeting of the America', Aca my
of Medicine. at Atlantic City, June 1, 1007. A full discussion of the nen emir
problems of medical education. While no conclusions were definitely toted.
the tenor of the report Indicated oppoaltion to it full college courae 1 fore the
medical school. but favored n combined college and medical course, with Sub-
jects closely reInted to medicine begun early in the college work. A conference
was recommended to discuss the subject further, which met In Pittaburg,
January 1-2, 1908, and Its dIscuattionn appear in the Bulletin for February, 1005.

270. Armstrong. H. E. The reform of the medical curriculum: a problem in
technical education. (Science jirogress In the 211th century. 1:544-n41.)

Rejoinder by J. Wade, pp. 635-(349. - r

271. Conference on the teaching of hygiene and temperance in the univer-
sities and schools of the British Empire. 121) p. 1). John Hale, sons
& Danielsson. 2s.

Held in London. AprIl 23, 1907. The papers dlscnss the teligting of these
suOjects In Canada. Australia, New Zealand. France, Scandinavia, and England.

272. Long, J. M. Preliminary medical education. '(Science, 11 Oct., n. 8.
20:46744.)

Railed on a report to the council on medical education of the American Med-
ical A felon, April 20, 1907, which is In the Joarnid of the American Med-

111iMal or May, 1907.

11111Mill
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273. Medical education in Scotland. (Scottish med. and surg. Jour. Oct.,
21:325-66.)

Gives curriculum and regulations at Edinburgh, Glasgow. and Aberdeen,.universities.

274. Nutting, M.' A.-9111Re education and professional position of nurses.
U. S.-Education, l'onun'r of. Report for 1900. 1:155-205.)

A monograph prepared In 1904. Considers the subject in the United Statesonly.

275. and Dock, L. L. Ilistory of nursing. 2 v. 0. Putnam, $5.
Chapters 4, 8, and II, In volume 2. narrate the founding of the first trainingschools for nurses In England and America.

;76. Semon, Felix. English and German education: a parallel. (British med.
Jour. Nov., 11S: 11:17-120(.)

Address delivered 01 opening meeting of medical society of Manchester, October16, 1907. A detailed comparison of the methods of medical education In GreatBritain and Germany. Advocatta mOdifIcatIon of the present English prelimi-nary education.

277. Tucker, W. G. Educational deaf 'racy. 23 p. 0. Albany, no price.
Reprinted from Albany Medical frannls, November, 11T. and In Science forNovember 8, 1907. Address delivered nt the opening of 41leenty-seventh sessionof the Albany Mdleal College. September 24. 11107. Criticises the' tendency

toward absolute control of the practice of medicine by State licensing boards. andindicates some of the present tendencies in medical education which call forrestraint.

278. Williams, W: R. rrho, teaching of medicine. (Mite. rev. Dec., 34 : 400-77.)
Traces Vie growth of instruction. begiuning With the methods In ancientGreece. 1 tspis with American conditions. showing the present tendency toIncrease .0101ortunitles fur gaining practical knowledge.

:175.03. AtaucutTuvt En

See also papers printed In the N. E. A. I pp. 100-1084, under the con-
ference of national committee var. agricultural education.

279. Association of American agricultural colleges and experiment stations.
Proceedings of the twentieth annual convention held at Baton Rouge,
La., Nov. 14-16, 1906, and twenty -first annual convention held at Lansing,
Mich., May 28-30, 1907. 0. (U. 8.- Experiment stations, Office of, (Bul-letins 184, 196.)

280. Charming, F. A. What agricultural education mount tqcday. (Forth.
rev. May, 87 : 755 -97.)

heals with conditions in England. Shows that the most urgent need Is rural
secondary schools.

281. Crosby, 1). J. Exercises in elementary agriculture-Plant production.64 p. 0. (iovenntiont printing -office. ( nice of experimett stations.
Bulletin 186.)

A laboratory guide for teachers, showing what >ltpy be done wadi simple Pier.- does and inexpensive appat\litus

82. Davis, C: W. Rural 'school ntrriculture:" 300 p. D. Orange Judd co., $1.
288. Res, (ergo. Br. Robertson's work for the training of Canadian farmers.

(Rev. of Rev. Nov., 36:576-84.)

es
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284. Jewell, B, Agricultural education, including nature spicily {pod Reboot
gardens. 140 p. 0. Government printing mike. (U. S,L-Educationaiu-
ream. Bulletin 2, 1907.)

" Preaonts an unusually comprehensive curves of the provisions for agricur°
lured education and for Instruction in closely Mated lines in earlobes parts of
the world. but with especial refeience to the United States.-

285. Latter, L. IL School gardening 'for little children. *Ui P. I). Sumie 11-
schelit. 20. I.

Alms to show the place of nature lenilling in kindergartens and sc'14.sols end
the method by which the subject should i approached with paing children.
Originally printout in The Practical Teacher.

2s4;. Medd, J. C. Agricultural (slucittion In the VII UM Kingdom. (Nfne-
teenth cent. 61: los-p:,)

Shows the need of national anoorvisloridpf agricultural education arfd offers
suggestions for Improving the present tetolIng of the subject.

2S7. The Village school. (Nineteenth%ceitt. Noy.. (2: 770,--0.1.)
Elementary agricultural education and school gardens in England.

2SS. N. 1". (state) --Education department. Syllabus fur iswontlary schools;
Agriculture. ;17 p, u, Albany, M. price.

. Outline of a 3-period 'course for one year. preferably In the second yoar of high
school. Reference books are suggested and many laboratory exercises described.

2. Itoosevelt, Theodore. The mini who works with his hands; address at
the sentlectiteloildl of the founding of agricultural colleges In the Vatted

'Stales at Lansing, Nlich., May :11, 11107. 14 p. 0. (U. S. Dept. of Agri-
culture. Circular 24.)

2110. Sontervfile, William. (The) plaie of rural evoitonly in :1 university cur-
; lust tigtint I bit lire doll etSI at t 11(.1401001S on February 1.1!1)7.

2s p. O. 4'1;1'1'000n Press,
Mr. Somerville Is the present SIIthorplan professor of rural economy at ox-

ford. review of the creation and development of higher agricultural educa
lion In England. and a sketch of possible further developments in It as a subject
of Instruction and reward, at Oxford.

2111. The teaching .of agriculture in the schools of France and Belgium.
V. S.Education. ('tinnier of. ittliort for 11116. 1:S7-96.1

I ivet. outlines of usuirses in ',dumb, of all grades and compares the work in
Eranec and England.

21)2. Tormay, Wla (le. Agricultural instruction In the kingdom of Hungary.
(N. E. A. 50th am& vol. p. 445-451.1

2113. Watkins, W. E., anti Lowman. A. School gardening. 101 p. D. Philip,
2s.

375.64. DOMENTI HUIENCK.

21/4. Creighton, Louise. Some modern ideas intanit women's education.
(Nineteenth cent. Oct., 62:578 -S6.)

DiNCUPPCP the proper 'scope for the teaching of domestic economy In the schools
of England. Believes " there Is ground for fear that the higher aide of women's
education will not lie sufliciehtly taken Into account by the education authori-
ties and that 61Itsrlan considerations will be allowed too much scope." Also
In Littell's v Age, 255:408-111.

Mainly a p test against what the author would call the new erase of teach-
ing domestic science to girls. She quotient; whether there Is any sclenUtia
ball. Or such 0114111nli
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295. Great BritainEducation, Board of. School training for the home
. italics of women. Part 3. 121 p. 0. (Special reports on educational sub-

jects. v. 19.)
The-domestic training of girls In Germany and Austria In elementary. second-

ary, technical. and continuation schools. .

375.4coNtSIERCIAL. EDU('ATION,
Fief also papers printed In N. E. A. Proc.. pp. 877-9M, tinder the department

of business ,'location.

290. Hee lis, E. !low to teach business training. 150 p. I). Pitman and sous,
2s.

A guide for the commercial masteciii day and evening schools

4.17. Jastrow, Joseph. Higher education for business men In the United States
and Germany. 11". S.-- Education, Conmir of. Itemni for 191)5. 1 : 97-
110.1

Translated from Berliner Jahrbuch file Handel and Induatrle, 1004, volume 1.
The author was sent hy the Berlin chamber of commerce to study American
methods Of preparing young men for business.

298. Social education quarterly. June, 11)07. 97 p. 0.
ntains the following papers: Domestic and international commerce. by W. P.

The social Improvement of grammar school graduates In business life,
A. Ellene. The effect upon the community consequent upon the thorough

tr g.of young women to enter business life, by Henry IA'fav%ur. The func-
tions of the university In commercial education, by J. T. Young.

375.7. ART EDUCATION.

Sec also papers printed In the N. E. A. Proc.. pp. S21-845, under the depart-
ment of art education, and the files of The School Arts Book.

/11. American institute of architects. Committee on irlocation. Report at
Chicago, Nov. 19, 1907. 9 p. 0.

300. Cram, R. A. Architectural education In the United States. (In his
Gothic quest. Baker and Taylor. $1.50. p. 32.3-55.1

Especially during the last rrecade.

301. Ives, H. C. Art education 1111 important factor in industrial development.
(I.'. S.Education, Comm'r of. Report for 115t3. 1: 155-83.)

375.78. to I7SICA1. EDUCATION.

See also papers printed, in the N. E. A. Proc., pp. 549-570, under the depart-
ment of music education.

302. Johnson, C. E. (The) training of boys' (likes. Ott p. I). 011(.er Ditson
Co., 75e.

Author Is a choirmaster. One chapter is on ' Music in schools." and follow-
ing the one on "Selection of music for boys' voices" there are limts of sacred
and secular mottle suited to boys' voices.

313 52. ENGLISH L/t1017A0E AND LITERATURE IN THE CURRIOULUX.
Sec also Nos. 411, 414.

803. Baker, b: P. Travelers English. ( Educ. Apr., 27 : 448-67.)
Criticises the careless, everyday English of the average undergraduate. Pleads

. for simple, accurate English._ Believes the prevalent inaccurate English of
students could be avoided if each school required that the English of Its pupils
in translations from French, German. Latin, or Greek, and reports and exercises
Of all kinds should be regarded In assigning the nutrk for the course In ques-
tion. In an article on pp. 468 -466 Doctor Thorndlke points out the bearing of
psychology on the question of securing accuracy by formai methods. ,
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304. Course of study in English. The call for it, the Character of It and the
construction of It. Report of the New England assn of teachers of Eng-
lish. (School rev. Oct., 15:559-75.)

Concludes that a syflabua in English is needed; that it should be catholic
enough to exercise a steadying and unifying influence over a wide area.

305. Greenwood, J. M. Lafiguage teaching. Educ. rev. June, 34: 26-36.)
From report of city superintendent of rhoola, Kansas City, 'hlo. Full of

practical suggestions. Believes heat results are reached when pupils are so
taught that instruction leads them to consecutive thought in expressing them-
selves in writing and conversation.

306. Hartog, P. J., and Langdon, A. H. The Writing of English. 170 p. D.
Frowde, 2s. (RI.

Text of this hook Is " The English boy cannot write English : " the author
points out the almost total lack of effective language training In English
schools, and compares It with mother tongue teaching in France, greatly to the
credit of the latter. This book Is a distinct contribution to history of style.

307. Logan. J. D. Quantitative punctuntion; a new practical method based on
the evolution Of the literary sentence in modern English prose. 45 p. D.
William Rrigga, 'Toronto. 50e.

30S. MacClintock, P. L. Literature In the elementary school. 305 p. D. Univ.
of Chicago Press, $1.

This book, the central matter of which appeared in Elementary School
Teacher In 1902 and a synopsis in 1904, is the fruit of several years' experi-
ence in teaching literature In Prof. John Dewey'a laboratory school at thee,
University of Chicago. The book lays special stress on care in choosing niate-
rial and in viva voce presentation.

A

309. Malay, M. C. Aesthetic appreciation of literature In secondary education.
(School rev. Dec., 15: 731-48.1

A protest against the statement that no secondary teacher can hope for more
than intellectual appreciation of the maateffilecea of literature on the part of
pupils.

310. Robertson, S. A. The teaching of English in schools which study no for-
eign language. (Jour. of ethic. (Loud.) Apr., n. s. 28 : 2S6-90.)

4
311. Spaulding, F. E., and Bryce, C. T. Learning to read; a manual for

teachers. 219 p. D. Newson & Co., 60c.
Chapter 1 explains the method. which lays special stress on phonetics;

chapter 2 describes books, charts, and other materials, Wet among which are
phonic and rhyme charts: chapters 3 and 4 describe in detail the application
of the method.

312. Tanner, G : W. Report of the committee appointed by the English confer-
ence to inquire Into the teaching of English in the high schools of the
middle west. (School rev. Jan., 15:32-45.)

Scope of inquiry included the attitude of the high school teacher toward
the collegeentrance requirements, and outside or home rending of pupils.
Tabulates answers to a questionnaire sent (17 schools on the conference list.
Summing up the objections and commendations It is shown that a broadening
of the college-entrance requirements Is what is needed to meet the various
conditions in different schools and the different personalities of the teachers.

i 318. Trueblood, T: d. Forensit' training in college. (Educe Mnr., 27:381-024
Author is professor of elocutioll and oratory In University of Michigan.

_Describes college courses in elocution, oratory, and debating. Shows the
opportunities offered for public work and put benefits derived by students.
Lays special stress upon the value of Intercollegiate debates, and mentions

It several of the leagues and systems In vogue.
,
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876.114. MODERN LANGUAGES IN THE CURRICULUM.

314. Benson, A. C. The place of 111041(4.n languages In the secondary curricu-
lum. (Jour. of tsluc. (I.ond.) eh., n. s. 117-21.)

President's address at annual cmference of the Modern Language Assoe lotion
at Durham. Jannary 4, 11517. A

Urges reform In linguistic training, and condemns the old theory of the value
of classical education as no longer practical. Claims that for the average boy
a single stltdern language, preferably French. should he made the basis of
linguistic lustriction.

315. Brereton, Cloudesley,. Muhl the pitfalls of the practical
teatller--1.'rencli. (Jour. of ethic. eb.-Nhir., It. s. 2S: 109-11
and 179-s1.)

accent. grammar, translation. compo.ition. eholei. of lochs, etc.

316. The teaching of modern languages in England. (N. E. A. 50111
:omit. viii. p. 361i 377.1

French sloop he the first modern language "tidied, and it may profitably he
hegun at Dille or earlier.

317. Gruntigent, C. H. Is mIdern Itinguagt, teaching n failure? (School rev.
Sept.. 15: 513-34.)

Address before Joint session of the clas;tial and modern language 1,,,fervnves.
at Ann Arbor. March, 19117. States that the prevent Instruction Is still vastly
Inferior to that of the classics. and as the modern tongues to a considerable
extent hare replaced ()reek anti Latin In the secondary school curriculum and
In the ordinary college training, no instruction in them can be regarded ns
satintactory which does not produce results comparable to those derived from
the study of the old humanities. Seeks to discover the obstacles that have up to
this time prevented success.

:11s. Lawton, W: A Ilelleniss view of Italian. ( Ethic. rev. June,
34:37 4(i.)

Italian Is more aultable, more practical. and more illuminating than French
as the first stage toward the serious schOlasile mastery of romart,cr languages
and literature. It should be widely If not generally taught In secondary schools,
and be pushed vigirrously to the front In every college.

:119. Why bitould the teacher of German have a knowledge of phonetics?
Synit,osittio by A. vim Ni t. Edith Clawson, Paul G. Kern. (School rev.
Jan.. In: 41t-no:1

1176.811. THE CLASSICS IN THE CURRICULUM.

For furtittr material as tb the place and value of Latin and (Ireek In the
school programme, consult the tiles of 9'h. cissdcat Journal.

320. Adams, C. F. A college tench. (Hi his Three phi beta kaittin addresses.)
(Houghton, $1. p. 5-45.)

Although delivered and printed twenty -five years ago, this address. denounc-
ing the way In which college ()reek to taught and questioning the use of com-
pulsory teaching of It at all, In still pertinent and worth mule, here

321. Kelsey, F. W. The position of !Atli) and Greek In American universities.
(Edtle. rev. Jun. -Feb., 33: 59-71i, 102-7(1.)

Contituting article in same review for-bccember, 10001 these installments
discuss the value of the classics as ethitattonal Instruments and the Inadequate
amount of time accorded them in the curricula of our secondary and higher
schools. Professor Kelsey's papers are, of course, special pleading, and are
In turn Maculated by Irving King In lime review for May, 1907, Who shows
that some of the common arguments used In import of climatal studies are
open to serious question, but believes they will continue to have.% very delinite
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and permanent place In modern elvilization. and in the final readjustment will
occupy no less dignified position than they do to-day. for they will have
delhaltely allied themselves with modern life and modern needs.

3'22. Page, T. E. Classical studies. (Elm rev. Sept.. 34:144-50.)
Considers the change In the position of 111,41(111 S11111101 In the English pub-

lic schools during the last fifty years. Shows that the danger of sacrificing
and difficulty of retaining arc equally clear. and that means for avoiding both le
the chief problem of the nubile school of to day. Reprinted from the London
Times.

323. l'aulsett Friedrich. Humanistic vs. realistic i4Incation. (tlim. rev.
u.. 3:i : 36-15.)

Transisiion of a (1111111cl' I)1. Reform dos iudiern Sehniwesens In
Preussen. Contrasts the value of classical and that of scientific education,.
with special reference to the school, of r;ermany.

use, W. H. 1)., cd. (The) yetfr's dirk in classical studies, 1006. 140 p.
Murray. 2s. lid.

The first number of t new annual under the aughlres of the Clasalcal Asso-
ciation. designed to Inform readiers of classical sith.!cets I if Important progress
throughout the world.

325. Symposium onethetitlue of humanistic, particularly classical, studies
as a preparation for the study ()1* law, from the point of view of the
profession: (School rev. June. n:

375.9. HISTORY IN THE CURRICULUM.

32G. Cauchie. Alfred. Tile 'teaching of history at 1..otivaiii. (('atholic unit'.
bulletin. Oct.. 13:515411.)

oe.terintive sketch of the practleal and theoretIcal i.ourses lit the falittorical
department of I AIII vain Enirersitv.

:127. Larned, .1. N. The Peace-teaching of history. t.lour. or 40hil science.
110. 1."): I7A-ss.)

The qtinde of liktory has always been wax That should he lass emphasized
HMI different social lessons drawn from it.

376.91. GEOGRAPHY IN THE CURRICULUM.

The Journal of ttsigraill1). N,t' loll. and the tleographictil Teacher, Isindon,
are especially devoted to the interests of teachers of geography.

32s. 611)11s, 11avid. The pedagogy of geography. ( red. send. Mar.. 11: 39-100.)
Includes an historical review of teat -books and methods of teaching the sub-

ject In elementary and higher schools In Europe and the (*tilted States. Out-
lines an elementary course.

376. EDUCATION OF WOMEN.

Sc,' oleo Nos. 27, 29'i.

329. Beale, Dorothea. Secondary education of girls in England during the
past fifty years. (N. E. A. 50th ninth% vol. p. 377Sti.)

330. Burstall, S. A. English high schools for girls: their aims, organization
anti management. 243 p. 1). 'Amounts, $1.2.1.

Author is head mistress ut the Manchester +high school for girls. The book
sketches the characteristic alms, organisation, and methods of the English htak
school fur girls as It exists to-day.
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331. Creighton, Louise. Some modern ideas about women's education. (Nine-teenth cent. Oct., 02: 57S-11.)
ilinctuntes the proper scope for the teachlig of domestic economy in the

schools of England. Relieves ' there is ground for tear that the- higher aideof women's education will not Ire sufficiently taken into account by the educa-
tion authorities and that utilltarlag considerations will be allowed too muchscope." Also in LIttell's Living Age. 255 : 405-16.

.332. school year book; public.srhools, 1907. 515 p. D. Sonnensehein,
2s. 641.

Second year. A concise, comprehensive record of all matters of interest to
parents, school mistresses, and girls to connection with English secondary education.

333. Howe, E. M. The southern girl: a neglected asset. (Edw.-rev. Mar.,
33: 288-97.)

States that the Aupreme need of the South is the better education of the
soutbern girl, and suggests Its accomplishment by : It Good secondary schools,
adequately endowed : 12) establishment of scholarships In northern colleges for
southern girls: (3) 'generous increase in the endowment of their beat home
colleges.

334. Marshall, F. M. Industrial training for women. LO p. 0. (Nat. ROC. for
the pronurlion of industrial education. Bulletin 4.)

DItecusses the changed position of women In industry, their opportunities for
effective work. and some practical schemes for their training In particulartrades. See also Nos. 256, MO. 295, above.

-335. Paine, H. E. The life of Eliza Baynes Wheaton: a chapter In the history
of the higher equcution of women, prepared for the ultimate of Wheaton
Seminary. 2S6 p. O. $1.25.

330. Paulsen, Friedrich. The modern system of higher education for women
InTruAsia. IN. E. A. 50th ontilv. vol. p. :tort-4os.)

837. See, Camille. The secondary education of girls in France. (N. E. A.
50th niftily. vol. p. 3S0--05.)

338. Shields, T. E. The education of our girls. 299 p. D. Benzlger, $1.
The pronoun In the title means Roman Catholic. Under a slender thread of

story and dialogue the author brings forward typical views on both sides of thequestion of coeducation. The conclualon reached. Is plainly In favor of the
higher education of women, but not under coeducational conditions.

276.7. COEDUCATION.

889. Sachs, Julius. Co-education In the United States. (Educ. rev. Mar.,
33:29)4-305.)

Claims the( its disadvantages outweigh its advantages. While thoroughly in
place in elementary schools, It is of doubtful value in secondary schools and col-
leges. Predicts a change in the general attitude toward the question. Trans-lated by the author from the German In Die Wissenachaften, June, 1906.

840. Van Hine, C: R. Educational tendencies in state universities. (Educ.
rev. 34: 504-20.)

This paper is devoted especially to the problem of coeducation, showing Gatnatural
ed for, otherwise coeducation will be weakened.

segregation of the sexes Is an educational tendency which must bepro

377. RELIGIOUS AND MORAL EDUCATION.

841. Archibald, E. J. (The) primary department. 91 p. D. Sunday school
time; 80m
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342. Cabot, E. L. An experiment hi the teaching of ethics. (Mile. rev. Dee.,
34: 133-47.) /

Author Is a teacher of twelve years' experience In a girls' school, who belleves
the study of ethics can be made as outgoing, enlarging, and free from false
self-reference as the study of history or literature.

:Mt. Coe, G. A. The reason and the functions of general religious education.
i ('ongress of arts mid sciences. Houghton. v. 8, p. 271-81.)

344. Cope, H. F. The modern Sunday school in principle and practice. 2(W p.
I). Revell, $1.

illatorical and administrative rather than pedagogical. Twenty short
chapters on olifferent plyases of Sunday-school work. Brief, but full of sue -
gestions. The author le general secretary of the Religious Education Asso-
ciation.

345. Du Bois, Patterson. The culture of Justice; a mode of moral education
and of social reform. 282 p. S. Dodd, Mead, 75c.

An argument that neither-love nor itiallee alone, but love and Justice are
the fundamental moral and social principles. The book elaborates th theory
In its first half ; In the concluding chapters it treats of specific applIc ions to
the training of children, and considers obedience, punishment, and m ey as
means of moral training. Parents and teachers will dad here a restatement
of some old Ideals.

346. E1118, Havelock. Religion and the child. (Nineteenth cent. May,
61: 764-75.)

Characteristics of the child mind have not been taken Into account In deal-
ing with the religious instruction problem. " in the wrangle over teaching of
religion In schools we have failed to realize that fundamental notions of
morality are a far more essential part of school training."

347. Hart, M. A. The normal training of the child. 55 p. S. Christian pub.
co., Sic.

Earnest paragraphs on preparation for, method and content of, religious
instruction.

348. Hervey, W. L. How may the teaching of religion he made potent for
morality. (Congress of arts and sciences. llotIghton. v. 8, p. 282-03.)

349. Lodge, Oliver. Religious education of children. (No. Amer. rev. Aug.,
185:690-710.)

Discussers proper scope of, and materials for, Imparting religious instruction
to the young. Also in Contemp. Review, Aug., 02: 153-64.

350. Moral training in the public schools; the California prize essays. 2(13 p.
D. Ginn, $1.50.

Essays by C. E. Rug!), T. P. Stevenson, E. D. Starbuck, Frank Cramer,
O. E. Myers. The traditional American Kiley of a secular school system and
present American conditions are assumed by each writer as a basis. Mr.
Stevenson's essay describes several of the strongest plane which have been
urged for grafting formal religious or moral instruction on our public school
system.

351. Religious education association. The materials of religions education;
being the principal papers presented at, and the proceedings of the
fourth general convention, Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 5-7, 1907, 379 p. G.
Rel. educ. assoc,, 153 La Salle at., Chicago, $2.

Over 40 brief papers, most of them by writers whose names challenge attention.
,ti The most important are on the large social phases of moral and religious Ideals

and the efforts .to attain them through formal education.
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352. Rogers, C. F. The education question: foriiign porn/leis. (Church guar.rev. Oct., 65:1-17.)
How the religious question Is handled in other Estropeatt eonntrle, \

3153. Sisson, E. O. The spirit and \ye of pnissiatt religious instruction.
(At n.. jour. of this)). Apr., 11 : 2:0-12;,)

Religion, Instruction Is regarded in Prussia :is an I li.m....perisable element inny complete school course, but In Its pri,snt form If shoal. III 114,11 of radicaland ex It.uslve reform.

354". Stebbins, F. V. tonne department of to dny. p. D. Sundayschool dines, 27s.
Full of practitsi suggestions for It..ie comin:t "1 this lather new phase of

Suuday-school work.

155. Wenner, (:. I'. Religious imitivat ion :Ind the publb ; an American
problem. 16:1 p. II. Donnell, Sitter, 75e.

urging the piddle auso authorities of fig: offinIcy Iii will, in giving no
NVednestlay aftertosm to permit children to sitiend formal religious instructionIn their own elturches. Tills plan is discussed by S. 11. Many In 1..ducainalfor Mai'. 11107. 97-112.

356, Wilde, Nornian. Tile i Nychology of religion and ilorntion. I FAIne. rev.A Sept.,\31:1S11-95.)
,IR The problem of religious education is not bow to add religion in a naturelevold of it, but how to develop leligion In a life already disposed to itormal Instruction In religion In advance of the child's hived Mid interests Is

clean.

378. HIGHER EDUCATION: COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

I
,

I357. Eliot, C. W. Academie freedom. An address delivered loigorp the i'
Atilietn kappa society at Cornell university. Nlay 29. 19o7. 21 I,. (). An.
%/tiros & Church. [Omen. N. Y.

Also In Science. 5 July. 1007, n. a. 20: 1-12. and In .loortini of Pedagogy,
Sept.-Dec. 1907, 20:9-25.

355. Jordan, 1). S. College :Ind the man. 7ti p. 1). Amer. Unitarian .tss'n,
I'nragraphs addressed to high school smilers is or those hi Tolley.. presenting

the advantages of a college education.

I

359. Person, II. S. 'flu, college graduate In trade 711111 (Edne,, June, 27: 559-600.)
Shows that the changes In the business world have created it demand for newqualifications in young men entering it. While acknowledging thnt the successof a college man relative to a nonenilege man will depend upon the nature ofle business undertaken, the conclusion is that of young men endowtd with anatural capacity for nosiness, the college trained advance more rapidly topositions of responsibility than those who enter business from the high \chool.Cites Ils proof, the development of schools for higher commercial education,

300. Sadler, S. H. The higher education of the young; itsiovial, doniestie'sind
religious aspects. Ed. 2. 276 p. I). Dutton, 3s. tld.

361. Vanderlip, F. A. Co- ordination of higher education. (In Ills,Busitiessand education. Duffield, $1.50. p. 1-19.)
Founder's day addresa. Girard College. May 20, 1005. Art/lies that the MPG ,who make great educational gifts might with much profit be more consultedas to using the money, becalse the qualities which enable a Into to get amillion dollars and which movellim to give It mike him a good adviser.
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Canadl.

:o;2. Lord, W. F. °Degree-granting Institutions in Canada. (Nineteenth cent.
Aug.. l;2: 262-71.)

Lay/11,. Ie011l, Queens. University of Toronto.

nonce.

3r.3. Calvet, J. Catholic university education itt France. (('atholic nulv.
bulletin, Apr., 13: 191` -210.)

Describes the distinctive features of the free Catholic univesities at nirls,
1.111e. Angers, Lyon. and Toulouse. with n rOstitne of the ritrults acromplialted
during the thirty years of their existence-

Du Robert. Americans in French universiths. (University of
ChTlforitia chronicle. Oct., 9: 3:1.1-r.:i.1

Gives the American contempt:Wm: study at French universities the practleal
informaihts whi411 will SI1NV NMI 111111' and morivy

:015. Wendell, Barrett. Impressiong of contenti)ortiry France. l'aliersities.
mug.. 11:311-2(1.)

( ;rent

30(1. liendlam, A. C. liniversIties and the empire: A paper read at the Itn-
peria I conference on education. May, 1907. 21 p. D. 1;pottiswoode, (Id.

The part they may play and how it may is. done.

367. Irish university question. (Quarterly rev. Apr., 200 :5:10-46.1
'Comments on' t he Report of the Royal eommission on Trinity College, Dub-

I In, and the l'olverttit; of Dublin, mutt.

368. Jackson, W: W. Soule problems of university reform. (Forth. rev. Ocr,
SS : ntr2- 74.1

A partial review of 00111V recent expressions of opinion which appeared as a
merles of letters in the. London Times tinder the title Oxford and the nation,"
and comments upon the speech of the Bishop of ntrnilnglisni, addressed to the
House of Lords, in favor of the appointment of a eommisaton to deal with the
universities. A. H. Zimmern replies on several points in same review for
November, DO, Ss:741-53.

369. .1 brrdern. Aberdeen university. Record of the celebration of the
illiarter-ectitenary, Sept. 25-2S, 111011. G.)11 P: Q. The fate. of Aberdeen
press. (Aberdeen univ. studies, no. 29.)

:170. nt/bridge. Fay; C. R. King's College, Cambridge. 125 p, 11. - Dutton,
7r.c. (('ollege monographs, :3.)

Much lore space Is given to the areltitecture and grounds than to other
volumes of this series.

371. Scott, R. F. St. John's College, Cambridge. 111 p. 1). Mitton, 75c.
(College monographs, 2.)

Two chapters of "guide-book" matter are followed by n brief history of the
college, with a final chapter on Its social Ilfe.

372. Durham. The future of the university of flurham. (Church guar.
rev. July, 04:257-76.)

373. London.' Record of the visit of 'the 'University of Paris to the Um.
versity.of London, Whitsuntide, 1006. Murray, 63.

. .
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874. Oxford. Lawson, W. R. Oxford finance. (Confemp. rev. Nor., 92: 622-36.)
An argument against the proposed Increased endowment for Oxford Uni-versity. Charges laxity lu the present financial management and Includes tables

which show that an education at Oxford is more expensive than at German orScottish universities.
sot375.* Marriott, J: A. Oxford and the nation. (Nineteenth cent. Oct.,

62:674-88.)
Indicates some of the leading reforms which have been the outgrowth of the

commission of 1850. and discusses spectec suggestions for ftirther reform which
would render Oxford more serviceable.

376. Oxford and the nation, by some Oxford tutors. London Times, Is.
A reprint of some notable " Times letters as to the present and future of

Oxford University.

377. Prickard, A. 0. New College, txford. 99 p. D. Dutton. The.
(College monographs, 5.) .

378. Scholz, R. F., and Hornbeck, S. K. Ox and the Rhodes
scholarships. 172 p. D. Oxford univ. press, 85c.

Contains the Rhodes will, methods through which it as been carried out,
such Information about Oxford as a Rhodes scholar is presumed to want, list of
Rhodes scholars, copies of examinatIbn papers, and much other similar matter.
More particular information, of interest especially to candidates from 'the United
States, Is found in the Report of the U. S. Commissioner of Education for 1905,volume 1, p. 41-55.

379. Wapeen, T. H. Magdalen College, Oxford. 135 p. D. Dutton, Mc.
(College monographs, 4.)

A brief popularization of the work of Blosam, Niscray, and H. A. Wilson.
Unlike the other volumes in this series, this one Is wholly historical and not ofthe " handbook " character.

. White, H. J. Merton College, Oxford. 104 p. D. Dutton, 75c.
(College monographs, 6.)

A short popular handbook of the *college, with a brief prefatory, historical
chapter. 14 illustrations.

United states.

Full statistical data for American colleges and universities are in the Report
of the U. 8. Commissioner of Education for 1006, 1 :445-592

881. Adams, C. F. Three phi beta kappa addresses: A college fetich, 1883;
"Shall Cromwell bare a statue?" 1902; Some modern eoller tendencies,
1906. 200 p. 0. Houghton, $1.

This collection of pieces contains, besides the three addresses noted on thetitle-page, The Journeyman's retrospect," " The Harvard tuition fee," and"The fiftieth year 1856-1006."

382, Adams, G: B. The college in the Universiv. (Educ. rev. Feb., 33 : 121-44.)
Historical sketch of the development of the curriculum for higher educationin America.

383. Bascom, John. American/higher education. (Educ. rev. Sept., 34 : 130-43.)
Contrasts college curriculum and life of the present with conditions sixtyyears ago. States that higher education has caught an artificial haste from

the commercial world and its gains have been sporadic. More blame than praiseIs given to the elective system, fraternity life, anti athletics.
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384. Hirdseye, C. F. Individual tra)pIng in our colleges. 434 p. 0. Mac-
millan, $1.75. (-

A portrayal of present American college conditions, which indicates the
almost complete disappearance of rugged individual training, development of
character, and wholesome, effective intellectual cultivation. The book shows
how' these conditions have arisen from or have accompanied the brick, mortar,
and endowment stage of our unlver:ity growth, with its enormous numerical
Increase of students. The author makes some very definite suggestions for
betterment, chief of which is the enthusiastic development of the possibilities
before the Greek letter fraternities, through their alumni, In supplying the 10E11-
lidual training available through no other college institution.

385. Canfield, J. H. On The decay of academic courage." (Ethic. ref. Jan.,
33:1-10.1

A protest against the too prevalent criticism of the leaders of educational
supervision and administration. illustrated by discussion of present powers
and duties of the Americon college president.

386. Carpenter, W: II. A plea fii'r a rational terminology. (Educ. rev. Oct.,
34 : 251I-71.1

Recommends a stricter distinction between the names " college" and " uni-
versity."

387. Draper, A. S. American type of university. (Science. July 12, n. a.

26: 33-43.)
ti

Address delivered at the commencement of Syracuse University, June. 1907.
Discusses the distinguishing features of the new type of American university
which has developed during the last fifty years.

388. Foster, W: T. The gentlinan's grade. (Educ. rev. Apr., 33: 3S6-92.)
Deals vith the standard of dully college work. Relieves that the fairest and

most potent way In which to stimulate students in to count quality as well as
quantity toward the A. R. degree.

389. Lfiwell, A, L. American universities. (Science. 28 June, n. R. 25;1155 -96.)
Annual Harvard address at Yale. April. 1907. Discusses the distribution of

students and eves statistics to show that endowed universities are doing a
more fully national work than those supported by the State. Suggests plans
for effective grouping of students.

390. TIIC responsibility of the college for the moral conduct of the student.
(In A ssoclatitm of colleges and preparatory schools of the middle states
and Nlaryland. Proc. of twentieth annnnI nmventiun, 19041. p. 93-125.)

Papers by J. II. Harris, .1. M. Taylor..1. II. Denbigh.

391., Salmon, L. M. The.micronehments of the seconddry schools on thertillege
curriculum. (in Association of colleges and preistratory F110018 of the
middle states and Maryland. Proc. of twentieth annual convention, 1906.
p. 54'4-63.)

392. Snow, L. F. The college curriculum In the l'nited States. 1S0 p. 0.
Columbia Irrilv. $1.54). (Teachers will. cont. to e4itic. no. M.)

An historical study of the growth and development of the college curriculum
from 10:18 to the present time, based principally on what,are termed the fire
formal documents, namely : President Dunster's Laws, 1042; Provost Smith's
Programme, 1710; Report of the Yale faculty, 1828; Iti:port of Committee of
Ten, 1892; Incorporation of Carnegie Institution, 1002.

393. Tombo, Rudolf. Geographical distribution of the student body at a num-
ber of universitlew and colleges. (Science. 20 July, II. N. 20:97-104.)

Seventeen Iniditutiona are now represented In these Interesting annual tables. '
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304. Tombo, Rudolf. University registration statistics. (Science, 29 Nov., n. &
26: 729-44.)

895. Wen ley, R. M. Tsansition or what? (Ethic. rev. May, 33:433-M.) Can
we stem the tide? (Edtc. rev. Oct., 34:241-58.)

The first paper makes observations on the text, " Whither are dir dropalcal
and anemic universities tending?" The second maintains that unwise pressure
of public opinion from without, on our`universities, Is more to be feared than the
fancied internal jarring of the machinery which so often is made the subject of
" reforms."

390. West, A. F. American liberal education. 135 .p. I). Scribner, 75.
SI: papers and addresses on topics pertaining to our higher education. All

have appeared In print between limo and it Inti and have been noted lu previous
annual issues of this bibliography In the Educational Review,

397. Cincinnati university.. Prentis, II. W. Jr. Cincinnati university. (Ohio
'magazine, Jan., 2: 43-53.)

A popular account, with numerous pictures of buildings.
.00

398. College of the city of A. Y. Mosenthal, P. J., and Horne, C. F., editors.
The City college: memories of sixty years edited for the associate alumni
of the College of the City of New York. rkki p. Q. putimin, $5.

A sumptuous memorial volume. made up of brief chapters on various phases
of college history and life by 'former students, many of them now men of
distinction.-

399. Denison unirersity. Memorial volume of Denison university, 1831-
1000. Part 1. The development of the cad loge. Part ti. Seventh gen-
eral catalogue. 286 p. 0. Pub. by the University, $1.

400. Illinois stifle normal university. Semi-centennial history, 1857-1907;
prepa red under the direction of a committee of the faculty. 3I.1 p.- The Univ. Normal, Ill., $122.

401. Leland Stanford university. Alden, R. M. College authority. (Nation,
4 July, 85: 12 -13.

An account of the new (since 19)4) form of Internal university. government
at Leland Stanford Jr. University.

402. Maryland 'university. Cordell, 11 F. University of Maryland, 1807-1007,2..
its history. Influence, equipment and characteristics, with biographical
sketches and portraits of its founders, benefactors, regents, faculty and
alumni. 2 v. Q. Lewis pub. co.

403. North Carolina unirernity. Battle, K. P. History of the University of
North Carolina from . 1789 to 1868. 880 p. 0. Edwards & Broughton
co., Raleigh. $3.

A second voline is promised, bringing the history to-date.

404. Otterbein. Garet, Henry. Otterbein university, 1847-1007. 310 p. D.
United Brethren pub, house, Dayton, 0., 75e.

405. Union university. Raymond, A. V. V. Union university: its history,
influence, characteristics and equipment, withthe liXes aunt works of its
founders, benefactors, officers, regents, faculty and the achievements of
its alumni. 8 v. 0. Lewis pub. co. N. Y., $80.

Volume 1 contains the history, eat only of Union College proper. but of
Albany Medical College, Albany Law Reboot, Dudley Observatory, and Albany
College of Pharmacy, now all parts of Union University. The lest two rot-
rimes are blographicaL See also No 84 above.

1
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406. Wesleyan university. Celebration of the seventy-fifth anniversary of
the foundin t Wesleyan university 1831-1906. 216 p. 0. Wes-
leyan univ., $

Contains the addresses, programme of the exercises, many portraits of faculty
and buildings. and much incidental historical material.

4.111111157

407. Yale unirersity. Dexter, F. B. Biographical sketches of the graduates
of Yale college witq annals of the college history; vol. -1. 177s--171r2.
752 if. Q. Holt. $5.

It is twenty-two years since volume I appeared, and the author in his preface
to the present volume speaks doubtfully of its continuation.

878.01. COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREXENTS.

408. Bruce, M. S. College entranm roil:Irene-Mr: In French. (Edw. rev.
Apr., 33:406-13.)

Finds little to criticise with respect to the written examinations now set by
the majority of the colleges. but suggests that additional oral requirements he
Diode.,

400. College entrance examination board. Seventh annual report of the sec-
retary. (Educ. rev. Oct., 34: 272-316.)

410. Davis, N. F. Is the present method of grunting certificate- rights to pre-
paratory schools satisfactory? (School rev. Feb., 15:145-52.)

Author is secretary of New England college entrance certificate hoard. lie
describes its methods -and answers some of the chief complaints.

411. Greenough, C. N., and others. A report on the examinations In English
for admission to Ilervard college. Jube 1906. 41 p. O. Harvard :adv.
15c.

" Several years' experience in reading English. entrance examination hooks
has impressed upon us the regularity with which candidates repeat certain ele-
mentary errors. To put into the hands of teachers a large number of these

'errors and to make some suggestions for preventing them are the objects of Lida
report." Prila, c

A review In the Educational Review. June. 1907, says that the Harvard
examiners place far too much stress on the technicalities of punctuatiom. spell-
ing. and capitalization, and are In other ways so narrow and dogmatic In meth-
ods of marking as to overlook true proportion and values. The reviewer cites
Barrett Wendell in support of his argument.

412. National society for the scientific study of education. Vocational
studies fly- college entrance. 79 p. 0. (Yearbook 6, pt. 1.)

Paperron the history, policy, and possibility of the suggestion, by C. A.
Herrick, H. W. Holmes, T. de Laguna, V. Prettyman, and W. J. S. Bryan.

413. Itolligs, Frank. Syllabuses and examinations In physics. (Edw. rev.
Nov., 34:347-94.)

Paper read before the Schoolmasters Association of New York and Vicinity,
1908. Author Is principal of the Stuyvesant High School, New York City. Com-
pares the syllabuses of the college entrance examination board, New York State
education department, and the N. E. A., and prints entrance examination, papers
trod Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Columbia, and the college entrance board.

414. Tanner, G: W. Report of the committee appointed by the English con-
ference to inquire Into the tenebIng of English In the high schools of the
middle west. (School rev. Jan., 15:,32-15.)
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415. Wight, J: G. Should college entrance requirements be reduced In quan-
tity? (In Association of colleges and preparatory schools of the middle
states and Maryland. )'roc. of twentieth annual convention, 1906. p.
45-.59.1

Argues for the effirmative.

416. Young, W. H. The high schools of New England as judged by the stand-
ard of the college certificate board. (School rev. Feb.. 15: 134--H.)

375.2. ACADEMIC DEGREES.

417. Carpenter, W: H. The utility of the Ph. D. degree. (KIM% rev. June,
34:1-12.)

Considers many of the recent criticisms as unjust. and presents in a clear
fashion the status of the it. 1). degree In America. showing that It is the man
who (wars the degree and not the degree he bears that is the end of education.

418. Doctorates conferred by American universities. (Science, 311 Aug..
n. s. 20: 270-S2.)

Analysts of the statistics of the doctorate degree conferred by nineteen
American universiti.., during the past ten years.

419. Fletcher, J. B. Teachers of literature and the Ph. 11. (Ethic. rev. Sept..
34 :175-79.)

Believes that the highest academic degree in course should not be administeredas a teacher's degree." hit as a "scholar's degree." Suggests thst the M. A.
be extended to- meet the teacher's need, and that It I. made the " teacher's
degree."

378.8. GRADUATE WORE: RESEARCH,

420. Comstock, (3: C.. The appointment and obligations o?' university fellows.
(In Association of American universities. Journal of proceedings and ad-
dresses of eighth anhual conference, 1907. p. 39-44.)

421. Hall, G. S. The appointment and obit) anima of graduate fellows. (In
Association of American universities. .ournal of proceedings and ad-
dresses of the eighth annual conference, 1907. p. 16-35.)

Chlrfly devoted to statistics of number. subjects. ineotne. and conditions 11.I istenure and work.

379. PUBLIC SECONDARY EDUCATION: THE STATE AND
EDUCATION.

422. Judson, H. 1'. tr.ducation by the state and for the state. (in Conference
for education in the south. Proceedings of tenth conferentr, 1907. p.
4(3 -56.)

Discussion by F. W. Illnitt, pp, 57-412.

379.11. fiCI:OOL FINANCE: TAXATION.

423. Elba, C: W: The exemption of educational institutions from taxation.
In AssociatItai of American universities. Journal of proceedings and

addressed of eighth annual conference, 1907. p. 48-49, and Appendix, p.
107-11.)

Anent the recent atteroptIn Massachusetts to tax property of 11 d PM-

424. Page, T. W. The exemption of educational institutions from taxation.
(In Association of American universities. Journal of proceedings and
addresses of eighth.annual conference, MOT. p.
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425. Public-school finance: what next? (In N. E. A. Proc. p. 343-60.)
Includes papers by .1. D. Burks and ex-Governor G. C. Pardee. which discuss

the need and value of some general and definite administrative standards in the
present methods of the distribution fif,,,fitata.funds.

379.14. SCHOOL LAWS.

426. Legislation relating to education enacted by the fifty -ninth congress,
1905 - -7. (U. S.Education, C,onnu'r of. Report for 1906. 2: 1229-55.)

Summaries, not text, In most cases.

427. The new Prussian school law of 1906. (17. S.Education, ('onnn'r of.
Report for EXC. 1:35-72.)

42S. Rogers, H. J. Educational legislation 111 1905. (Ethic. rev. Jun.,
Xi :441-58.)

A similar review for inns nppears In Bulletin 113 of the New York state
Library. pp. 2:1:1 -242.

373.15. SCHOOL SUPERVISION.

429. E: C. A Ws. of itositive educational reform. (Mac. rev. Apr.,

Describes the workings of the county school board conventions with special
reference to Wisconsin. and shows them to be valuable factors in public rural
education.

430. Hartmann, C. G. A study In acvxd.aupervislon with special reference to
rural school conditions In Texas. p. 0. (Bulletin of the rnic. of
Texas. No. 90.)

Author Is superintendent of public instruction In Trnvls County, Tex., and the
monograph was prepared while a graduate student at the university. It is
study of the origin, manner, and effectiveness of cocnty supervision of schools,
not only In Texas but throughout the country. The writer/ a strong believer
In the system.

379.33. COMPULSORY EDUCATION.

431. Chrisman, Oscar. raying elithlren to attend school. (Aren't. Feb.,
:17: ltal -Ti.)

A new form of compulsory education In opposition to child labor.

432. Compulsory school attendance and Its relation to the general welfare
of the child. ( I'. S. Ed tica t ion, Comm' r of. Report for 11106.

2:126:( -90.)
Discusses the relations of child labor. Juvenile delingmency. school hygiene,

and truancy to compulsory attendance.

433:' Sullivan, J. D. A summary of the compulsory attendance and child labor
laws of the states and territories of the United States. 112 p. 0. (N. Y.
elate library bulletin 114.)

$79.5. SECONDARY EDUCATION IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES.

Franca

434. Comparre, Gabriel. Public Instruction in France in 1906. (Elem. SC ool
teacher, Mar., 7:869 -78.)

le1461;tee the essential features of the changes which the Impulse of revei-
lles reroment hu wrought in French education within the past quarter of
a century.
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Germany.

485. The new Prussian school law of 1906. (1'. S.Education, Comner of.
Report for 1900, 1 : 35-72.)

Gives the text of the law, extracts from discussion In Parliament. and
domestic and foreign presa notices.

486. Ruediger, WL C. The schools of Hamburg, Geniality. (Educ. Dec.,
28: 224-32.)

Account of n personal visit to A Realachole, a Volksachule. did a Lehrer
Seminar. with comments upon the discipline and methods of instruction and a
brief statement of teachers' salaries In Germany. IN%

(treat Britain.

437. Findlay, J. J. Churches and the schools. (Educ. rev. Feb., 33: 16-)2.)
MACASSAR the feeling of teachers toward teats for religious beliefs or fitness

to tench as bearing on the educational struggle in England. Reprinted from
the Westminster Gazette, London.

438. Foster, Michael. Education, elementary and secondary. (Nineteenth
cent. Mar.. 01 :490-500)

Review of a report of the consultative committee of the English board of edu-
cation on questions affecting higher elementary schlwis.

430. Great BritainEducation, Board of. Judgments of the Divisional
court. Court of appeal, and House of lords in the ease of the king v. the
County council of the West Riding of Yorkshire. 42 p. 0. ((Parliament.
Papers by command) Cd. 3391.)

A atilt to determine whether the county council should pay for denomina
tional-religious instruction in voluntary elementary schools. The highest court
gives Judgment in the affirmative.

490. Randall, I. L. The Irish Intermediate system. (Jour. of educ. (Load.)
June, n. a. 28:397-99.)

Shows that the great need of Irish secondary education is relief from the
incubus of no examination system.

441. Lawson, W. R. :John Bull and his schools: a hook for partints, rate payers
and men of business. 1304 p. D. Illackwotx1,5a.

442. National union of teachers. Handbook of education, prepared by J. II.
Yoxall and Ernest Gray. 591 p. D. N. U. T., Bolton House, 07 & 71,
Russell Square, London, W. C. 3s. (Id.

Contains particulars respecting the organisation and administration of etc
mentary and secondary education in England and Wales. With the "Com.
panton to the N. U. T. Code" and the N. P. T. edition of the code of parlia
mentary statutes and regulations this present volume forms a complete survey
of English popular educational machinery.

448. Sadler, M. E. The educational awakening in England. (N. E, A. 50th
anniv. vol. p. 301-306.)

444. French influences in English education. ( Edue. rev. Feb.,
33 :145-61.)

Address delivered at London Universiq, June, 1906. Shows that France
gave England much of the form of its ahcleot university institutions and' in-
spired Englishmen with the love of scholastic philosophy. Reprinted from
Modern Language Teaching, October, 1906.
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445. Sadler, M. E. Influence of the state In English education. (Church lquar.
rev. Oct., 65:160-92.)

." The contention of this article Is that under the conditions which prevail
In England the part of the state Is to Inspect, recognize. encourage, and (when
needful) aid every kind of efficient and needed school."

446. Pro ident's address, delivered before the FAhicationni science sec-
tion of the British association for the advancement of science. (In
British association for the advancement of science. Report, 1906.
p. 764-76.)

A review of the general course of events In contemporary English education.

447: Schoolmasters' yearbook and directory 1907. 1040 p. D. Sonueu-
schein, Ss.

Fifth issue of a most useful current reference book on secondary education
in England and Wales. The general scope and character are unchanged,
part 2 (about half the book) being a directory of masters and schools.

India.

44S. Education. (Imperial gazetteer of India. C1311'0111011 press. $2. 4: 407-56.)
A survey of conditions and facilities for public eiiIICR lion as they were In

1001-2. with a full account of how the Indian state schools are administered.

Failed Staten.

This section Is meant to include only current discussion relating to present
conditions. All history Is found in section 370,9, subhead United States.
Matter on education in the separate States Is arranged nt the end of this sec-
tion alphabetically under the 'names of the States. A current chronicle of
educational events in the United Slates is found In each number of the Forum.

449. Maxwell, W. it Present needs of the public schools. (Nation, 2S AprIl,
84 : 379-81.)

" In the present nrticle I shall speak chiefly of the New York City schools
with which I am must familiar. but many of my arguments apply to the
school systems of nil our larger cities." Topics discussed fire: Smaller classes
In elementary schools changes in compulaoryeduent ion law : high-school

9
administration: more workshops. kitchens, and kindergartens ; schools for
defectives: physical examinations; more motley. ,

450. Salmon, L. M. The encroachments of the seconthrry schools on the college
carrictiltini. I In Association of colleges and preparatory schools of the
middle states and Maryland. I'roc. of twent I et it annual, 1bOti. p. 50-(I3.)

451. Thorndike, E; L. A neglected aspect of the American high school.
(Nine. rev. Nlar.. 24S 5:1.1

States that the variability In the size of the teaching staff and size of the
student body are not taken into account in the discussion of secondary school
problems. Accompanied by tables of comparative statistics arranged by States.

932. Why is public education in the United States not as successful as it
is In Gerniany;L. ( Ed tic. rev. Ma r.,31.:_217-4 I.)

Translated tFom the (lerman by Prof. Rudolf Tomb°. Jr.. of Columbia Uni-
versity. States that American schools are not able to produce the excellent re-'
suits secured by Gorman schools, and discusses the following causes as respon-
sible for this condition:

(1) Causes beyond the teacher's control, under which he Includes: Compo-
anion of our mixed population. Inclination of our people to change their abode,
local self-gorernment, which excludes national concentration In school organisa-
tion: failure to enforce compulsory attendance laws; discrepancy between en-
rollment and actual attendance; lack-of provision for defectives or backward',
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children; short school year diffleultieb of English language: failure to teach
metric system, and introduction of many specialties into course of study.

(2) Evils which are remedial in part, under which are mentioned:. Waste of
time In instruction, poor methods of teaching, foolish and sentimental discipline,
Insufficient training possessed by American teachers, low salaries, and bad
methods of promotion, and the elective system in secondary schools.

California.

453. Hershey, A. S. Japanese school question and the treaty-making power.
(Amer. pol. Rel. rev. May, I: 393-407.1

Did San Francisco's a^tion infringe Japanese treaty rights? Ilan the Feders1
Government the right to Interfere with the direction of the public school system
of a State or city? Both questions are argued in the negative.

District of Columbia.

454. Education in the district of Columbia. (Ethic. rev. Feb., 33:109-20.)
The writer holds that evils and difficulties In effective school administration

are inherent in the form of government of the District. The schools are torn be-
tween the dual and conflicting powers of Congress and the Distriewboard of
education.

Illinois.

455. Webster, W. (1., cd. The Evanston village high school. 128 p. 0. Editor,
702 It(Ktor bldg. Chicago, $2.

Of interest to the former students or friends of the school.

Massachusetts.

456. Spencer, David. School refbrin id Boston. (Atfantie, July; 100: -15-53.)
Describes the many reforms In administration of the Boston schools which re.

suited from the reduction of the membership of the school committee from 25to 5.
.Vise Enplanes.

457. Young, W. H. The high schools of New Eng Ind as Judged by the sin
ard of the college certificate hoard. (School rev. Feb., 15: 134-14.)

Investigates existing conditions in order to determine how successfully the
high schools are meeting the college requirements, and expresses the opinion
that present methods in New England do not solve the problem of articulation
between high school and college. Shows an appalling number of schools below
the standard, and suggests that a strongly centralized system of high schools,
substituted for the prevalent local autonomy, would remedy present evils. Seealso No. 468.

--.The standardization of the New England high schools. (School reit.
Apr., 15: 278-830

The greet defect is lack of uniformity. Itecom vends State inspection, and
shows the advantages which would result from its adoption. See 5150 No. 457.

Teas.

450. Hartmann, C. G. A study in school supervision with special reference to
rural school conditions In Texas. 180 p. Q. (Bulletin of the Univ. of
Texas, no. 00.)
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